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E S T A B L IS H E D ' 1875

P U B L IS H E D W E E K L Y

ACCEPT AND DEFEND THE

62 NUMBERS:

TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND

$1.50 IN ADVANCE

VOLUME FIFTY-EIGHT.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA., THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1932.

WHOLE NUMBER 2990.

THE “HOME PAPER” OF THE MIDDLE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY
For The Independent.
THANKSGIVING DAT
Though centuries have passed .away
We welcome this Thanksgiving Day.
A day linked with our Nation’s Birth—
The loveliest land o f,all the Earth!
It breathes of home ahd liberty,,
And better days that are to be. *
That loyal hearted Pilgrim band
Enduled the hardships ’of the land.
As well as perils of the sea,
All for the sake of Liberty !
After the winter dull and drear
The welcome harvest brought good cheer.
While gathered round the festive board
Where all the goodly things are stored;
We lift our hearts in earnest praise
On tliis the Nation's day Of days.
And we would find the worthy poor
To bring Thanksgiving to their" door.
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
Dorchester. Mass.

THE DEATH ROLL
After an illness, incident to old age,
Mrs. Margaret G. Cassel, 87, widow
of Samuel N. Cassel,'died Wednesday
afternoon, November 16, at her home
at Fairview. There are no immediate
relatives. The funeral Was held Sun
day afternoon. All services were at
the Skippack, Brethren church. Rev.
Samuel Hess, of Royersford, officiated.
Interment was at the adjoining ceme
tery.

SENIOR CLASS OF C. H. S.

MR. AND MRS. HARRY PRICE

TO PRESENT ANNUAL PLAY

TAKE URSINUS POSITIONS

The class of ’33 of Collegeville High
School will present the three-act
comedy “Intruding on Horace” in the
high school auditorium on Friday and
Saturday evenings, November 25 and
26, at 8 o’clock. The play is under the
direction of Mrs.-H. 0. Reigner, of
the high school faculty.
Music will be furnished by the high
school orchestra under, the leadership
of Miss E. Howells.
The cast of characters includes the
following: Beatrice Pearlstine, Robert
Kline, Charles Mogel, Ethel McHarg,
David Allebach, Kathryn Schultz, Ar
thur Costello, Audrey Poley, Walter
Linderman, Ruth Hallman, Isabel
Moorehead and Harry Smith.

At the meeting of the board of di
rectors of Ursinus College on Tues
day, the resignation of Mrs. Edith S.
Rice, as dietitian was accepted, and
the boarding department of the ! col
lege was reorganized by the creation
of two offices to take care of the many
duties heretofore included in one,
namely the offices Cf steward and die
titian. To the former the board ap
pointed Harry M. Price of Collegeville
and to the latter, Mrs. Kathryn B.
Price, his wife. Both Mr. and ; Mrs.
Price have had experience in the du
ties which they have been called to
perform. Mrs. Price has been Mrs.
Rice’s assistant in the management
of the department for the past eight
months. They will take charge De
cember 1 .
Mrs. Rice, whose resignation was
presented some time ago, will take an
other position involving less arduous
duties. During the period in which
she has served as dietitian at the col
lege she built up the department, to a
high degree of efficiency and the sys
tem established by her will be con
tinued under the new management.
The board accepted her resignation
with regret and adopted a resolution
of appreciation of her services to the
college.

The funeral of Mrs. Henrietta Bfeyer, widow of the late Dr. J. Monroe
Beyer, who died November 17, at her
home in Philadelphia, took place pri
vately oft Sunday afternoon.
De
ceased, who was 85 years old, was well
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
known in this vicinity and spent the
At the annual re-organization meet early years of her life in Lower Prov
ing of 'the Collegeville School Board, idence township. She is survived by
R. E. Miller was re-elected president a daughter, Miss Florence Beyer, and WEBB DAMAGE SUIT ENDS
and Dr. W. Z. Anders was re-elected a sister, Mrs: Sara A. Gotwals, of Nor
WITH VERDICT OF $1,150
secretary. The other officers Continue ristown.
in office.
The Civil action which followed a
Nellie Todor, infant daughter of Mr. fatal accident in Collegeville on Jan
Mrs. Agnes McGrory is spending
several weeks with Miss Nelli® Bal and Mrs. Wosyl Todor of near Trappe, uary 22 last when Mrs. Emma Webb,
lard of Mimico Beach, Ontario, Cana died on Friday, November 18, aged dietician at Ursinus College, was run
da. A letter received here by her three months. Interment was in the down and killed while she was cross
daughter, Mrs. E. Morris Weand, Lutheran cemetery, Trappe. Funefal ing the Ridge pike at Fifth avenue by
states that the weather condition there director Charles J. Franks.
an automobile driven by Woodrow
is very cold with heavy shows and
Weaver, of Trappe, carne to a sudden
much ice.
end about a half hour after court was
EDITOR MOSER RECOVERING
opened on Tuesday.
The Perkiomen creek rose to its
The condition of Editor E. S. Moser
When Judge Williams called the re
highest point of the year on Saturday.
The creek was'bank full and extended who is a patient in the Riverview opening of the case, Attorney Wil
into the meadows. A cease in the Hospital, Norristown, where he is unJ liams F. Dannehower, representing
rainfall that evening prevented it dergoing a series of operations for the Weaver, asked for a conference in
from causing any serious damage. removal of an abdominal tumor is all chambers, and he with Attorneys C.
This was the third time within the together satisfactory at this writing Townley Larzelere for George F. Yeapast two weeks th at the valley , has (Wednesday 1 p. m.). Altho still not gle, Collegeville, co-defendant, and
been threatened by flood water of the out of danger he has amazed attend Attorneys Nickerson and E. Yeakle
ing physicians^ with his wonderful re Miller fpr the plaintiffs, the children
Perkiomen.
Dr. H. T. Spangler, former presi cuperative powers, unusual for a man of the ejeeedent, William Webb, T.
Evans Webb, Grace E. Webb and
dent of Ursinus College, is suffering of his age.
Phoebe Webb Young, accompanied
with an eye affection..
Judge Williams to the conference
LIONS
CLUB
LADIES
NIGHT
Dr. J. S. Miller, of Collegeville, and
room.
Franklin Price of Oaks spent several
The: Collegeville Lions Club cele
About a half hour later they emerg
days on a turkey hunting trip up state. brated their fifth annual Ladies’ Night ed with the announcement that an
‘ Miss Eva Longaker, of Llanarch, on Tuesday evening ;with a turkey din agreement had been reached to the
spent Sunday in Collegeville visiting ner at the Clayton Inn, Evansburg. effect th at the jury should render a
Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Hatfield and fam About 45 Lions and their wives at verdict for $1150 in favor of the plain
tended and enjoyed a sumptuous meal tiffs as a group and that George F.
ily of Glenwood avenue.
Yeagle, the “scire facias defendant,”
Miss Elizabeth Renninger spent and a general good time.
John H. Freed, president .of the is not liable either individually or
Thanksgiving Day in Pitman, N. J.
Miss Frieda Gfaber entertained club presided. Tne guests speakers jointly with Woodrpw Weaver for the
the bridge club of which she is a mem were: Roger Graver, of Leighton, dis ainount so awarded.
The plaintiffs had claimed $900' for
ber, last Thursday evening.
Two trict governor of the Lions Interna
tables of bridge were played. Favors tional; Dr. Charles Schrack, of Nor funeral and other expenses fpr their
were awarded and refreshments were ristown, regional director of the Lions mother, and also for loss of financial
International; and William Thompson, aid she had given them from her sal
'served.
president of the Norristown Lions ary as dietician at the college.
Mrs. Joseph Livergood who has Club.
been a surgical patient a t the Jeffer
After the speaking cards and danc MECHANIC HURT WHILE
son Hospital in Philadelphia for quite
some time returned home this week. ing were enjoyed. Favors a t cards
WORKING BENEATH TRUCK
Her condition is somewhat improved. were awarded to Mrs. .Herbert Flagg,
Miss Pyrle Thomas and Mrs. W. Z.
When a truck under which he was
Gerald Rushong of Lakehurst spent Anders.
working was struck by another ve
the week-end with his parents, Mr.
hicle Saturday on the Germantown
and Mrs. H. D. Rushong.
$31,000 IN LOCAL XMAS CLUB
pike, at Providence Square, Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Gottshalk of
The Collegeville National Bank Drew, of Collegeville R. D. 1, a mech
Pennington, New Jersey, spent Sun
day with Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Gott will mail on December 1 a! total of anic, sustained a possible fractured
shalk and Mr. and Mrs. John Row $31,000.’(X) in checks to depositors in hip. He was removed to Montgomery
the Christmas Saving Club depart Hospital.
land of Rahns.
He was making repairs to a gas
Mr. Harry Brown’s mother, Mrs. ment of the local bank.
line on a truck owned by Nathan Lad
Henry Brown, who has been visiting
der, Philadelphia, when the vehicle
Mr. and Mrs. Brown for sometime, re
RED CROSS REPORT
was rammed by a skidding sedan
turned to her home in Smyrna, Del
Beginning Tuesday, November 29, driven by Harry E. Shank, of Read
aware, bn Sunday.
Miss Lucy Powell, a Red Cross work ing, a private chauffeur.
Mrs. Alice McFarland entertained er, will have office hours at the Col
Shank, who was arrested by State
her bridge club on Tuesday evening. legeville ,fire hall from 10 to 11 Highway Patrolman William E. Tem
An enjoyable evening was spent in a. m. every Tuesday. Any one who pleton, whs fined $10 by Magistrate
playing bridge after which favors desires to consult Miss Powell regard Scheuren for reckless driving, and
were awarded and refreshments were ing relief, can call during th at hour. then released in $500 bail for a fur
served. The following guests were Miss Powell is also taking applica ther hearing on a charge of assault
present: Miss Hazel Brown, Miss Mar tions for state relief as well as work and battery by automobile.
garet Miller, Miss Elizabeth Renning ing for the local welfare committee of
Drew is employed a t Smith’s gar
er, Mrs. George Walt and the hostess, Collegeville.
age near the scene of the accident.
Mrs. Alice McFarland, all of College
The requisition of flour has heen de
ville, and Mrs. John Nolan of Graters- livered to Collegeville and families in
ford, Miss Grace Sacks and Kathryn need may apply for flour a t the home RETURNS FROM\ HUNTING TRIP
Renninger of Zieglersville.
R. M. High of Schwenksville return
of Dr. S. D. Cornish, Main street, Mrs.
The annual baked'ham supper for H. A. Mathieu of Trappe, Dr. Clark ed from his hunting trip in Canada.
the benefit of Freeland Chapter, O. E. son Addis and Mr. J. Hansell French He: was very fortunate in shooting the
,S., No. 323, will be held on Saturday of Evansburg. Needlework Guild gar limit of deer in that country—three
evening, Noveinber 26, in the Hen ments can also be procured at the in number,' two for himself and one
dricks Memorial Building.
home of Dr. Cornish.
for camp use. He brought with him
Local Red Cross chairman, Mr. J. the head of one deer, a ten-pointer, a
A two-day recess will be observed
by the students of Collegeville High Hansell French reports th at the mem beautiful specimen which he will
School, starting on Thanksgiving day. bership drive thruout the southeast have mounted.
Classes will be resumed on Monday ern chapter has been extended until
after Thanksgiving.
morning.
ESTATE BALANCES AWARDED
I. S. C.
The annual Fox hunt staged by the
Among the estate balances awarded
Perkiomen Valley Hunt. Club will be
by Judge Holland in Orphans’ Court
COMMUNITY CLUB NOTES
held at the Tally-Ho Farm on the
were: John W. Markley, Sehwenkville,
east side of the Perkiomen on Thanks
The regular meeting of the club balance $5032.53. This is awarded in
giving day morning at 10 o’clock. A will be held oft Wednesday, November shares of $1006.50 each to Jacob Cor
large crowd of horseback riders are 30th.
nelius, John, Ellen and Katie Markley.
expected to follow the hounds on the
Mrs. Howard Tyson, chairman of
Clara R. Myers, late of College
trail of the fox, when it is left loose Education, will have charge of the ville. Balance, $328.79 which is award
that morning. There will be nine program. There will be music by Mr. ed in shares of $109.59 each to Wil
races and a genuine ox-roast before Harry Bear, bass soloist. ■
. i ■■ liam B. Myers, Kathryn Spare and
the hunt.
Mr. Edward Snow will talk to us Verna Evans.
The students of Ursinus College about, “The Little Red School House—
will be given a two-day recess in ob an Educational Handicap.” *
FINED FOR CRUELTY
servance of Thanksgiving day. The
Members please bring one or more
Charged with failure to provide
students will leave on Wednesday af pounds or packages of food, that can
proper shelter for animals, Charles
ternoon and return to their studies on be used by the Welfare Committee.
Duttra, Jeffersonville, was given a
Monday morning.
lljlL g v _______ I. W. K.
hearing before Magistrate White, of
Nineteen members of the local Girls
Missionary Guild and their counselor AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY Conshohocken on Saturday afternoon
and fined $20 and costs. He was ar
Mrs..Lentz motored to North Wales on
The monthly meeting of the Byron
Monday evening, where they were the S. Fegley Post, American Legion rested by A. C, Wells, Society Preven
guests of the North Wales G. M. G. Auxiliary, was held on Monday even tion Cruelty To Animals agent.
the evening was spent in games and ing at the home of Mrs. Harry Duffy,
GRATERFORD NEWS
a general social time after which de Royersford, with eighteen members
licious refreshments were served.
present.
Mr. Daniel Myers and son Jesse of
On Thanksgiving Day the Ursinus
Along with the regular business
Bears will play the Albright Lions at transactions, plans were made to help Spring City and Henry Myers of YerReading, in their last football game of care for the needy at Christmas, both kes, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Kline and family of Graterthe season.
in £he community and thru the state ford.
committee. The unit is also helping
A large crowd of loyal Democrats of
DR. G. L. OMWAKE SPEAKS TO
Conshohocken and Norristown units Graterford held a parade last Thurs
LANCASTER CO. DIRECTORS pack stockings for the Veterans at day evening. They took part in the
Coatesville Hospital for Christmas.
Dr. George L. Omwake delivered The members of the auxiliary have Democratic victory celebration staged
the address a t the annual convention also decided to help sew garments for in Boyertown. A big truckload of
»f the Lancaster County Schooldirec- the Red Cross as soon as distributed. townspeople and many • private ma
chines were in the parade.
tors held in the chapel of the MillersA Past President Pin-was presented
Jean Friends of Easton spent Sun
ville State Teachers’ College, Thurs to Mrs. Lawrence Walt in recognition
day, November 17. “Education for of her faithful service while president day in Graterford with Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Kline and son Stanley.
Leisure” was the subject of Dr. Om- of the unit.
wake’s speech.
At the Bi-County Council Luncheon
FAIRVIEW VILLAGE NOTES
held last Thursday at North i Wales
PATROLMAN TEMPLETON HURT eleven members attended,, 21 units
William Snyder has the contract to
State Highway Patrolman Temple being represented.
trim the twenty acre apple orchard
The name of Mrs. W. 0.‘Fegley was owned by R. L. Hynes and J. J. H art
ton sustained a sprain of the leg Sun
day night when his motorcycle skid- inadvertly ommitted in last week’s re man.
port of the Legion Memorial dedica
dM on High street, Pottstown.
Mrs. William Wanner is on the sick
tion program. Mrs. Fegley took part list.
in the unveiling ceremony.
Mrs. Horace Markley fell down
C. C. FOOD SALE
L. B. G.
steps and sustained minor injuries.
The Ways and Means Committee of
........ . k
Mrs. Henry Markley is on the sick
the Collegeville Community Club will ’SQUIRE PERFORMS WEDDING
list.
“pld a food sale following the regular
Mr, Stephen Pollinotz and Miss
tooeting on Wednesday afternoon, NoHenry Miller, farmer, of near
vomber 30, 1932 at the fire hall, The Lillie Sixai, both of Philadelphia, were
raised an apple that
Wnmiittee wishes the cooperation of united in marriage last week by Pennsburg
Weryone to help make the sale a suc- Magistrate Clarence Scheuren in his weighs 20 ounces and measures 15
inches in circumference.
office in Collegeville.

C. H. S. MAIDS UNDEFEATED
FOR FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR

Although the , Collegeville High
School1hockey team was tied in sev
eral garnes the C. H. S. lassies brought
to a close their fifth consecutive year,
without defeat. They ended their
1932 hockey season by defeating East
Greenville 3-0 on the Commons field
last Thursday afternoon.
Under the guidance of their capable
coach, Miss Mabel Fritch, Collegeville
High School has brought to a close
another very successful year in the
sport of hockey. The East Greenville
game continued the C. H. S. undefeat
ed hockey record to 46 games. "
Three seniors played their last
hockey game for C. H. S. They are:
Captain Cora Landis,; Beth Rasmus
sen and Dot Witmer. Other players
who are in their fourth year are Ruth
Hall, Grace Fuhrman, and Dorothy
and Minnie Rosenberg.
Collegeville
E. Greenville
Burns ..........'.r. wing.......... . Bowers
K e y se r........... r. inside. .........Leh
A n g e ll..........c. f o r w a r d . M a e k
B ille tt...........1. inside.. Oberholtzer
Landes . . . . . . . . 1 . wing............. Reiff
Walters .........r. h alf......... Wiendent
Ward
......... c. h al f . . . . . . . . Reiter
Rasmussen . ... .1. h alf............. J. Leh
Witmer
.r. back............ Binder
F u h rm a n ........ 1. b ac k .. . . Gendelien
Shupe ...........goalkeeper.. Swienhart
F. I. SHEEDER ELECTED
Collegeville . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
2—3
0—0
NEW URSINUS REGISTRAR East G reenville..............0
Goals—Keyser 1, Angell 1, Billett 1.
The Board of Directors of Ursinus
has created a new administrative of
fice to take care of the growing work C. H. S. GRIDDERS DEFEAT
of the institution—th at Of Registrar.
SCHWENKSVILLE HIGH, 19-0
To the new position, the Board elected
Franklin I. Sheeder, Jr.
Professor
In a rather one sided, affair the
Sheeder has been connected with the Collegeville High School football
college for seven years, and is at pre team defeated Schwenksville High on
sent the .head of the Department of the latters field last Friday by the
Religion. As assistant to the presi score of 19-0.
dent he has performed most of the
Although the Colonels failed to
duties that will constitute the work of score a touchdown in the first quarter,
the new office. The change is to take they found little difficulty in tallying
place a t once.
in each of the last three quarters. The
sensation of the game was in the last
quarter when Bloomer, the College
TRUCK DRIVERS FINED
ville guard, leaped into the air to in
$50 FOR OVERLOADING tercept a Schwenksville pass and with
Fines of $50 each and costs were the aid of splendid interference dash
The
imposed upon three truck drivers ar ed 90 yards for a touchdown.
other
two
scores
were
made
on
rested early Tuesday morning by
State Highway Patrol officers from the straight line plays after sustained
Collegeville barracks i and a fourth marches down the field.
Coach Brandiff’s boys will bring
who operated a machine without an
operator’s license and who became their football season to a close on
disorderly was committed to jail tem Thanksgiving Day morning when they
porarily in lieu of paying fines will meet the East Greenville team in
a turkey day clash on the Ursinus
amounting to $15.
College field at 10 o’clock.
The patrol officers, including Cor
Collegeville
pos.
Schwenksville
poral Robert W. Koons, Sergeant
Joseph Weinert and Patrolman W. Zimmerman . , . .left e n d. .. .H. Miller
Templeton and Claude Elicker, were Place . . . . . . left tackle.......... Tomley
out all of the night in a campaign Bloomer . . . . left guard. . . . C. Miller
Bean . , ........ center.............. Schmidt
against overweight trucks.
Riefsnyder :. right guard . . . . Garrett
On this latter charge William J. Patterson .. .right tackle... Markley
Benz, of Philadelphia; William J. Ward ............right end............ Kulp
Hoiniak, of Philadelphia; Ralph Smith, Angell ........quarterback........ Reed
of Swedesboro, N. J., were arrested. Miller (C.) . . . . halfback.......... Smith
J. R. Haskins, of Delaware County, Kline ........... halfback............ Ziegler
was arrested for operating his ma G odshall........fullback. . . . . W. Smith
chine without a license. He became
disorderly and a disorderly conduct Collegeville .............. 0 7 6 6—19
charge was also preferred against Schwenksville . . . . . . 0 0 , 0 0— 0
Touchdowns — Miller, Godshall,
him.
All were given a hearing before Bloomer. Extra point—-pass, Angell.
Squire Arthur Rasmussen, of College
ville. Each of the truck drivers was CRUSHED AGAINST FENCE
fined $50 and costs on the overweight
BY A RUNAWAY HORSE
charges.
J.
Frank
Nettles, 60 years old, of
The men were all arrested in the
wee small hours of the morning and near Royersford, was admitted to the
were greatly surprised when they Pottstown Hospital,, suffering with
found the highway at Collegeville un serious injuries sustained in an un
der patrol. One of them inquired as usual accident which occurred a t 5.30
to whether the patrol officers ever last Friday evening. He- was pinned
against a fence by a frantic horse ruftslept.
ning back to its stable after being
seared by an automobile.
NEWSPAPERMEN MEET
H is. injuries consist of a fractured
The Bux-Montgomery Press Lea leg, two fractured ribs, and bruises of
gue held its November meeting, Sat the body.
urday, a t the Spring Mountain House,
The accident occurred on the farm
at Schwenksville.
of the man’s brother-in-law, Clarence
Judge Burnett Holland, of the Or M. Rogers, on the Lewis road, near
phans’ Court of Montgomery county, Royersford. Nettles was unhitching
and Charles Meredith, Quakertown the horse after returning to the stable
editor, addressed the newspapermen. with a load of husked com.
The former, in a felicitous address,
criticized constructively some of the ANOTHER GUNNING ACCIDENT
practices of newspapers in “covering”
Wilmer Undercoffler, age 21, of
court trials. Mr. Meredith’s address
dealt somewhat humorously with his Pennsburg, was accidentally shot by
trip around the world, which ended one of his companions while on a hunt
last week. It proved a genuine treat. ing trip last Friday. The load of shot
The serious illness of E. S. Moser, cut a gash eight inches long in the
veteran publisher of The Independent, youth’s right thigh.
The young mea had enjoyed a day
Collegeville, was noted with much
concern by the members, Mr. Moser, of hunting in the Upper Perkiomen
dean- of the newspaper craft, is one of Valley and some of them decided to
the charter members and organizers discharge the shells in the weapon^ to
let other members of the party know
of the league.
they were ready to leave. Undercof
fler fired off his gun. A companion,
EVANSBURG NEWS
George Wummert, of Red Hill, acci
On his way from school and direct dentally discharged his gun while it
ly in front of his home on German was pointed towards Undercoffler and
town pike, Charles Heil, son of Mr. nearly the entire load of shot struck
and Mrs. Charles Heil, sustained the latter in the right thigh.
numerous cuts and bruises when hit
by a car. This is the second time BALLOT ERROR COST MONT.
within the last year that Charles has
COUNTY TAXPAYERS $12,600
been struck by an automobile. He
Due to error’s in the election ballots,
spent several, months in the hospital in
requiring two extra printings, it cost
the previous accident.
Rev. Francis M. Taitt, Bishop of the taxpayers of Montgomery county
Pennsylvania, made his annual visit $12,600 for the printing of ballots and
to St. James Episcopal church Fri readvertising the sheriff’s proclama
day evening. The bishop preached to tion.
Somehow it is conceded generally
the congregation and confirmed the
candidates that had been prepared that the “public always pays” and
this is one instance in which the tax
by the Vicar. ;
The Order of Independent Ameri payer has kicked in plenty for errors
cans held their annual supper in their of Harrisburg officialdom, not to men
lodge hall Saturday evening. Music tion some fancy overtime printing
was furnished by Eugene Claycomb prices.
Reprinting of the ballots and re
and his orchestra.
Mrs. J. Stroud Weber entertained a advertising the sheriff’s proclamation
few friends at cards at her home on was necessary. This entailed a cost
Germantown pike. Two tables were of $12,600. The contract price for the
at play. Guests were Mrs. William printing of the first set of ballots was
Stephens, Mrs. Bertram Ashenfelter, $1,432, and for publishing the sheriff’s
Mrs: Daniel Bartman, Mrs. Winifred proclamation, $2,966.60, or a total of
Landes, Mrs. Detweiler, Miss Jane $4,399. The errors of the state cost
the county taxpayers $8,201.60 addi
Weber and Mrs. Charles Sehwendt.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith and fam tional.
The bills have been ordered paid by
ily have moved from . Skippack and
County
are occupying the Johnson homestead the County Commissioners.
Controller William ■C. Irvin stated
on Level road.
Mrs. Laura Huqsicker, Miss Mar that a bill will be presented to the
ion Hunsicker and Mrs. Sara Bean, of next Legislature asking that the
Creamery, were guests at the home county by reimbursed. William E.
Zimmerman, Lansdale, newly elected
of Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Weber.
Representative from the Third Dis
trict, will present the bill.
Advertise in The Independent

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
RAMBLING AT RANDOM

Hand Mangled In Feed Cutter
On Saturday afternoon, at three
o’clock while Carl F. Bowers was
feeding the feed-cutter near his barn
Let’s talk turkey!
Miss Sara Leopold who was assisting
Don’t complain about the rain. It him by raking away the feed, met
is what the majority wants judging with a serious accident which necessi
by the wet sentiment expressed at the tated the amputation of her left hand
at the wrisfe- The operation was per
recent election.
formed at Riverview Hospital,v Nor
Wonder if the Collegeville Town ristown, late Saturday afternoon.
Council has taken up the proposition When the wet feed which had been
of taking up the Main street trolley hard to rake away finally clogged the
cutter^ Sara quickly thrust in her left
tracks ?
hand to loOSen the feed and it was
The Ursinus Bears may give! the caught in the kniyes and »horribly
highly touted Albright gridders a sur mangled. Dr. J. M. Markley of Sch
prise in their Thanksgiving Day wenksville was called ahd removed
her to the hospital where the opera
game.
tion was immediately performed. Miss
“Daddy” Moser certainly has a host Leopold is the 17 year old niece of
of friends who are interested in his Mrs. Carl F. Bowers and lives at the
Bowers home. She will be confined to
condition and wishing him well.
the hospital for some time.
Adversity tests friendship. During
Keystone Grange Officers Elected
the long and useful career of Editor
The meeting of Keystone Grange
E. S. Moser he has always proven to
be a friend to his friends when they on Wednesday evening was the occa
were in need. It is a fact that he has sion of the annual election of officers,
worked harder for his friends than he who will be installed in January. The
has for himself. This spirit is now, newly chosen officers are: Earl P.
during his present physical adversity, Bechtel, master; Harold Gotwals, sec
coming back to him as bread cast retary; E. A. Nelson, treasurer; Miss
upon the waters, judging by the in Kathryn Gotwals, lecturer;
John
numerable host of friends who are Hahn, overseer; Wilmer Allebach,
sending him flowers, wishing him steward; Mrs. Harold Allebach, chap
well, and inquiring about his condi lain; Mrs. N- C. Schatz, flora; Mrs.
tion. Telephones at the hospital and Earl P. Bechtel, cires; Mrs. Oliver D.
at The Independent office have been Bechtel, pomona; Harold'Allebach, as
sistant steward; Miss Ruth Wood,
kept busy during the past week.
lady assistant steward; Harry L. Moy
The battle between the producers er, gatekeeper; Miss Evelyn Wanner,
and the milk retailers is as much the pianist. Mr. Oliver D. Bechtel was
battle of business interests as it is. of elected a member of the Finance Com
the dairymen. When the farmers mittee and Harry H. Stearly was re
prosper everybody prospers; but when elected a trustee.
the farmer is broke business slows up
Stolen Bicycles Recovered
all around.
The three bicycles, which were stolen
A hick town is one where the folks from the public school grounds where
know all the news before the paper they were parked, on Thursday about
comes out, but merely take it to see II a. m., while the owners were in
whether or not the editor got the stor school, were'found by Pottstown po
ies according, to the way they heard lice on Monday. The thieves, three
them.—Trenton (Mo.)
Republican- shabbily dressed men, are being held
Times.
in custody in the Pottstown police
station. They have .been identified
Thanksgiving Day
and found to have prison records.
It is a wonderful thing in the 'n a  The men were seen on the school
ture of Americans th at they have: grounds but their presence aroused
courage and intelligence and reverence no suspicion.
They entered the
and optimism enough to understand grounds to ask for employment with
that if they have but one single, soli a force of men who were working at
tary thing—even life alone—they the rear of the school. The men also
have reason for Thanksgiving.
asked for work on the trolley track
Whatever his creed each man recog excavation work in progress in front
nizes, deep in his heart, a superior of the school. A number of people
power and to it—whether he call it also saw the men as they rode the bi
God or call it Luck or call it Nature cycles toward Royersford. , The own
or call it something else—he must ers of the recovered bicycles are:
render thanks, for life, the base of all Leon Weigner, Robert Mathieu and
achievements, the greatest of all pos Earl Herzog. The latter’s “bike” was
sessions, is not selfcreated.—From found in a field near Pottstown and
The Sun, Stroudsburg, Pa.
the others in a cellar in Pottstown.
Deeds, not words, distinguish the Pottstown police had been notified to
Russians. The other dajr*25,000 Mos be on the look out by the Highway
cow white-collar workers were put to Patrol of Collegeville.
work on farms, to teach them effi Trolley Track Removal Progressing
ciency. Now the Soviet Government
Considerable progress has been
rules that any worker who “loafs one
work day a month” shall be discharg made by the roadmen employed by the
ed. It would surprise 12,000,000 Montgomery County Commissioners
in removing trojley rails, ties and
Americans looking for jobs to hear stone
'thru the center of the Ben
that this severity is made necessary
jamin
Highway in Trappe,
by Russia’s shortness of labor. There during Franklin
the past three weeks. Four
are jobs for everybody, even women
layers of heavy and fine limestone
and children.—By Arthur Brisbane.
have been alternately placed in the
Flying tackles are barred this year wide opening and been packed with a
on the gridiron, but-W .'D. Brandiff, steam roller. As yet there has been
faculty coach of the Collegeville High no asphalt black-top applied , to this
newly prepared surface.
,
(Continued on page 4)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Franks en
tertained these friends at bridge on
“BLACK MIKE” RALPH, COP
Saturday eVening: Mr. and Mrs. Mark
SLAYER, CAUGHT IN CANADA Ohle of Eagleville, Mr. and Mrs.
The law caught up with “Black Reuben E. Winter and Mr. and' Mrs.
Mike” Ralph in Montreal Monday. S. Louis Cornish of Collegeville, Miss
Ralph had been free for seven years Edna Eagle of Stowe and Miss Marie
after a dramatic escape from Mont Miller, Miss Anna Miller and Clarence
gomery County Prison at Norristown, Pennepacker of Trappe.
December 13, 1925. He had. served
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Klauder and
two years of a 15 to 17-year sentence daughter Eleanor were the dinner
for the murder of Eugene Lucas, a guests of Mr. and Mrs, Benjamin
Conshohocken substitute patrolman, Force of Providence Square on Sun
August 13, 1917.
day.
Monday the detectives surrounded
John and Raymond Favinger of
the Montreal hideout of Ralph and Lewis, Delaware County and Miss
took him by surprise. Although a re Blanche Cramer and Miss Collins of
volver was found in his possession he Darby and Miss Lizzie Kratz of
offered no resistance. The Canadian Creamery were guests a t the home of
officers notified Stewart Nase, Dis Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Favinger and
trict Attorney of Montgomery County. family on Sunday.
Nase will send two officers to, bring
Mrs. Elizabeth Claypoole returned
the killer back, after extradition for to her home in Philadelphia after
malities have been complied with.
having spent the past five weeks at
Cop Killed in Apartment
Ithe home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry S.
The Conshohocken officer was slain Shainline. Miss Ada George and
by “Black Mike” when he entered an Miss Mary Malcolmson of 'Philadel
apartment at Ellis and Fayette sts., phia were their guests on Sunday.
Conshohocken, to serve an assault and
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Overdorf of
battery warfant sworn out by Ralph’s Spring City spent Sunday with Mr.
wife, Madeline. Accompanied by Pa and Mrs. Albert Greiner and family.
trolman Clifford Campbell, Lucas
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Tyson and family
climbed to the second floor apartment of Royersford spent Sunday at the
and entered a dimly lit room. With home of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Tyson.
out warning, Ralph fired. The shot
Mr, and Mrs. Norman Thiel of
killed Lucas.
Philadelphia were the week-end guests
Caught After Five Years
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Thrust.
Meanwhile, Ralph walked out of the
Mr. and *Mrs, Irvin C. Brunner, Mr.
building, unmolested, and after wan and Mrs. Earl W. Brunner and son
dering around the country, went to Earl, Miss Florence!'Pennepacker, John
Uniontown, Pa., five years later. He Hood, Mr. and Mrs. William Kratz
was recognized on the streets of that and Miss Annie Whitby were dinner
town by J. Lee Campbell, a relative of guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Patrolman Campbell.
Ralph was Frank C. Hood and family of Wynplaced under arrest and brought back oote on Sunday.
to Montgomery County.
Rev: and Mrs. Morris D. SKfer and
In February, 1923, Ralph pleaded son Ronald of Pennsburg honored
guilty to second degree murder and Daniel W. Shuler on the occasion of
was sentenced to Eastern Peniten his birthday anniversary, w ith.a rab
tiary by the late Judge Aaron S. bit dinner at his home here, on F ri
Schwartz. Ten months later, he was day evening.
transferred to the Norristown jail be
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bucher and
cause of overcrowded conditions at Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bossert were the
the penitentiary.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.- Ed
Scales 12-Foot Wall
ward Detwiler of Yerkes on Sunday.
December 13, 1925, Ralph and an
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Landis and
other prisoner, Henry Trommatter, family of Skippack and Mr. and Mrs.
escaped into the prison yard when a Jacob H. Bowers of Gratersford visit
guard left an inner gate unlocked. The ed Rev. and Mrs. J. K. Bowers and
pair scaled a 12-foci wall and, eluding family on Sunday.
pursuit, escaped. *
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eichorne and
Trommatter, who had been serving daughter Janet and Miss Estelle Funk
an 18-month sentence for stealing an of Philadelphia visited Mr. and Mrs.
automobile, was captured in Royers Charles J. Franks and family on Sun
ford two months later.
day.
Descriptions of the killer were
Mrs. Sara Heft, Frank Heft and
broadcast throughout this country and children Rudolph and Barbara of
Canada but he was never heard of un Philadelphia visited Mr. and Mrs. N.
til the Canadian, officers learned he C. Schatz on Sunday.
was near Montreal recently.
(Continued on page 4)
BY JAY HOWARD

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS
Oliver P. Titus, a Neshaminy farm 
er, placed on display recently an ear
of corn which had more than 1400
grains. The ear was exactly one foot
in length . 1
T.
Duncan Just, county Pinchot
leader, last Friday before the congres
sional investigating,, committee in
Philadelphia, charged the voting of 60
students from Beaver College, Jenkintown, was illegal.
By a majority of eighty-four Votes,
Hatfield township approved the float
ing of a $38,000 bond issue at four per
cent, interest, the principal to be used
to pay off notes.
William Oberholtzer, 52, of Royers-,
ford, is in the Pottstown Hospital suf
fering from a wound in the head,
which police declare was caused last
Friday night when he attempted to
end his life because of ill health. Phy
sicians at the hospital stated he will
recover as the bullet caused only a
scalp wound.
A thirty-foot pine tree on the prem
ises of Mrs. Elmira Althouse, East
Greenville, Which was uprooted by a
recent windsorm, was replanted at
its original location.
Ben Hur, 21 year old North Dakota
eowpuncher, was arrested at the home
df his brother, near Doylestown, last
week. He was charged with the al
leged murder of Henry 1 Shoop, an
other North Dakota cowboy. Shoop
was beaten, stabbed and strangled to
death and robbed of a large sum of
money in a Chicago hotel recently.
Hur’s alleged accomplice Merrill
Loman, 18 years old of Nebraska,
left the Bucks county farm house
“hideout” a few days before- Hur was
arrested. Loman is still at large.
Stricken with a heart attack while
he was working on a roof,' George
Murray, 67,. of Doylestown, fell to the
ground and sustained a fractured
skull. He died a t the Abington Mem
orial Hospital. Murray financed the
education and recreation at schools
and camps for many boys. He o rg a n 
ized the Doylestown Boys Brigade 30
years ago and has maintained that
group ever since.
John and Walter Yeagle, lower
Bucks county farmers, have made an
excellent bid for the' state champion
ship in the growing of potatoes this
year. A report submitted by Wil
liam F: Greenawalt, Bucks county
farm agent, showed th at the Yeagle
brothers had raised a total of 626
bushels of potatoes to the acre, a re
cord which has been excelled only
once in the history of Bucks county
and that was in 1929, when Henry Y.
High, of Blooming Glen, produced
629.4 bushels to the acre. Mr. High
at that time was declared the State
champion.
Workmen last week burned crude oil
which ran along the gutters at the
side of the state road between Tel
ford and Sellersville. The oil escaped
from a break in the National Transit
Company oil lines, which transport
the crude oil from western Pennsyl
vania to the Philadelphia refineries.
Pulling a bucket of hot water over,
her, 3-year-old Julia Rozmylowski, of '
Pottstown, was badly scalded about
the face, arms and chest.
Three boys, aged 9, 11 and 12 years,
were instantly killed when struck by
an express train while walking on the
railroad tracks in the heart of Ches
ter, five blocks from City hall, on Sun- ,
day afternoon. Their bodies were
not identified until six hours after the
tragedy. No one witnessed the acci
dent. • The engineer unware th at he
had struck the boys did not stop his
train. The boys were, James Hamil
ton, George Davis and Wesley Davis,
all- of Chester.
Stricken with a heart attack while
'seated in a trolley car at Trooper
Sunday afternoon after having wit
nessed a football game a t Bungalow
Inn field, L. Roberts Johnston, 59, of
Norristown, died instantly.
Adjudged guilty of violating the
game laws, Vincent Ozkuski, 49, of
Red Hill, was committed to prison for
48 1-2 days by Magistrate Price in de
fault of fine and costs.
The deed to the East Norriton town
ship property on which the county is
planning the erection of a new House
of Detention, was signed last week.
There are twenty-eight acres in the
tract, for which the county is paying
$300 per acre. The work of clearing
the ground will be begun in a few
days.
3500 POUNDS OF TURKEY
FOR HOSPITAL DINNER
The family, turkey of five to fifteen
pounds would look small indeed at the
Norristown State Hospital where
nearly two tons of the Thanksgiving
birds will grace the tables of the din
ing hall on Thursday noon.
The turkeys will total in weight 3,500 pounds. There are also to be
thirty-two bushels of potatoes, which
will be mashed and served with gravy,
five barrels of cole slaw, 250 gallons
of peas, 4,200 stalks of celery, and 180
gallons of apple sauce. To top off the
menu there will be 1,000 pumpkin pies,
as well as bread, butter, tea and cof
fee.
| “RELIEF” MILK DISTRIBUTOR
The appointment of Mrs. W; D.
Lynch, of Audubon, as state distribu
tor of emergency relief milk in Up
per and Lower Providence townships
and Port Kennedy was announced.
.Parents of undernourished children
under six years of age requiring milk
are urged to comniunicate with Mrs.
Lynch.,
NO TURKEY AUCTIONS
For the first time in nearly thirtyfive years, there will be no public auc
tion sales of turkeys in the North
Penn Valley prior to Thanksgiving.
All the turkey “kings” have decreed
against the old method’of hitting upon
a price for the aristocrats of the ban
quet board, and will ask their own
prices at private sale. Milton B.
Benner, the Hatfield turkey king, is
asking twenty-seven cents a pound
for live birds, at retail.

OF MONTGOMERY
Surplus milk and milk sold for ORPHANS j COURT
COUNTY, PA.
cream are in reality the same thing NOTICE OF FILING AND AUDIT OF
and are part of the basic quantity and
ACCOUNTS
surplus plan under which prices are
Notice is hereby given to heirs, lega
Many kinds of mammals as yet un Unjust Method of Milk Price-Fixing set tor farmers. This plan, in use tees, creditors and all parties in interest,
that accounts in the following estates h£lve
Explained in Detail—S. A. M.’s
many years, and at last admitted to been
known to science may be hiding away
filed in the office of the Register of
have certain weaknesses, which were Wills or Clerk of the Orphans' Court, as
in
obscure
corners
of
the
earth.
They
Question
Answered
P U B L IS H E D E V E K Y T H U R S D A Y .
not in any way corrected during the the case may be, on the dates below stated
lurk in the spots unvisited by man—
and that the same will be presented to the
recent dispute, is the most ludicrous Orphans’
dense jungles, high mountains, isolat
Court of said county on Monday,
Editor’s Note: Following' is a
thing
imaginable.
For
the
so-called
December 5, 1932, at 10 o'clock a. in.
ed islands, or in burrows under the
communication, published in the representatives of the fanners to have (standard time), for confirmation at which
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N TG O M ER Y C O U N T Y, PA.
ground. Only when they come into
Montgomery Transcript, issue of forced this plan upon them for so time the Honorable J. Burnett Holland,
Judge of said Court, will sR in
collections do they attract the atten
November 17, which is reprinted many years, either shows gross ignor President
Orphans’ Court Room, in the Court House,
tion of systematic biologists. Several
to
audit
accounts,
hear exceptions to same
by request. The Independent wel ance on the part of the representatives
PRICES ARE SURE TO GO UP!
and make distribution of the balances as
new types of mammals have been
or that they have played into the hands certained
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
comes communications (subject to
to be in the hands of account
placed In the collections of the Smith
the editor’s discreation) providing of -the big dealers.
ants.
If a farmer wishes to make ice YOCOM—Oct. 10—E li F. Wismer, Admr.
sonian institution. In most cases they
the article contains the signature
Note Well
of Eliza A. Yocom, of Pottstown.
and decides to use a quart of
are close relatives of known animals,
of the author, not necessarily for cream
MAC DOUGALL—Oct. 11—George L.
cream
produced
on
his
own
farm
he
T h u rs d a y , November 24, 1932.
yet differing sufficiently to merit in
Egolf, Admr. of Joseph S. Mac Doupublication, but as evidence of must keep four quarts of milk for this
gall, of Pottstown.
dependent classification. One of the
good faith.
WALKER—Oct. 11—Charles. T. Walker,
purpose.
For
these
four
quarts
of
un
most striking new discoveries Is a
Jr., et al, Exrs. of Isabella Walker, of
sold milk he must charge himself six
Cheltenham.
black ape described by Gerrit S. Miller,
T H A N K S G IV IN G — 1932.
teen cents. But, when he sells four ROBINS—
Oct. 13—Thomas Robins, Admr.
Jr., Smithsonian curator of mammals. Editor “Transcript:”
Now Offered You
quarts of milk for cream to the deal
of Thomas Robins, Jr., of Lower
Merion.
The institution of our American Thanksgiving Day dates It was discovered in a collection from
Several weeks ago I was greatly in ers he receives only eight cents. There SCHMIDGALL—Oct. 14 — Harry H.
the island of Celebes. While it be
s no way for the farmer to buy cream
Schultz, Ex. of Jacob Schmidgall, of
back almost to the beginning of the settlement of North America. longs to the baboon family it is a terested in a communication which ap or
it out of his own milk while us
Hatfield Twp.
36 Inch
36 inch
peared in your interesting paper on ingkeep
SCHAPERKOTTER—
Oct. 14—Bertha C.
this plan without costing him
The first Thanksgiving Day was celebrated by the Pilgrims of smaller relative of the big Celebes ape the “Difference in the price of produc
Schaperkotter,
Extrx.
stated
by
her
more than he receives from the dealer.
Extrx. Dorothea. S. Rehr, of James F.
Plymouth in 1623. After a day of prayer and fasting the Pilgrims that we commonly see in the zoos. An ing milk and "that paid by the con
Are the representatives and officers
Schaperkotter, of Lower Merion.
other new creature is a hitherto un
DIMMIG—Oct.
15—John L. Dimmig, Ex.
of
the
Inter-State
Milk
Producers’
Assumer
and
who
gets
i
t?”
feasted and gave thanks to Alm ighty God for the bountiful harvest known type of vole, a tiny ratlike ro
of
Adam J. Dimmig, of- East Green
ociation Incorporated, ignorant of;
In
justice
to
the
poor,
much
oppres
ville.
dent,
which
lives
mostly
in
burrows
which enabled them to look forward to a winter of ample food.
these facts? Are they also ignorant BONO—Oct. 1*8—John DiCio, Ex. of An
Borders, the best made.
A regular 20c grade of
above the timber line high up in the sed farmer who is struggling for ex
tonina S. Bono, of Norristown.
A ll of the New England colonies and some of the others con Endicott mountains of Alaska. Still istence I want to answer this ques of the difference in the amount of l}ut- DELP—Oct.
N
ew
Patterns. Fast Colors.
21—Norristown-Penn
Trust
Pure
W
hite
Flannel.
er-fat demanded from the farmer up
Company, Sur. Ex. of Fannie R. Delp,
tinued this custom of an annual day of thanksgiving, and in his first others are two new members of the tion in detail.
on which his price is determined in re
of Lower Salford.
family—“long-tailed tiger cats,”
The buying of milk from farmers lation to the retail price, and wheii the MOORE—Oct. 26—^Tradesmens National
year as the first President of the United States George Washington cat
Bank and Trust Company (Successor
closely related to the Central Ameri thru intricate systems of price-fixing milk is retailed it contains approxi
to Chelten Trust Company), Guardian
made Thanksgiving Day a national feast by proclaiming Thursday, can ocelot, from Mexico, a new fox and methods of determination of pric mately one ounce less of cream? We
of Malcolm Moore, a minor.
Imported
22 x 44 inch
believe
they
know.
Did
the
arbitrat
VANFOgSEN—Oct.
27—Charles Vanfoses,
along
with
what
is
known
as
the
from Trinidad valley, lower Califor
November 26, 1789, as the day for its celebration.
sen,
Ex.
of
Arnold
Vanfossen,
of
Nor
or
in
the
recent
dispute
have
this
in
nia, and a'n unknown variety of the uasic quantity and surplus plan is
ristown.
There has never been a year since, in spite of wars, internal Peromyscus from the Coronado is wholly beyond the comprehension ol formation placed before him? If he KOCH—Oct.
29 — Fidelity-Philadelphia
did not and the representatives of
Trust Company, Guardian of John
the
farmer.
stress and calamity in which we,* the pTople of the United States of lands.
, 20 c ,
either
side
had
this
knowledge
and
Calvin Sayre Koch, a minor. *
litis system whichxhas been develop failed to place it before him, they were AUSTIN—Oct. 29—Mary Austin et al,
America, have not had genuine occasion to give thanks for bless
Sold
this
same grade at
A ctually worth 29c each.
Extrx. of William L. Austin, of Lower
ed bv the representatives of the big unfair to him and to the farmers. If
Merion.
dealers
and
the
executives
of
the
Inter
Sawfish
Probably
Most
35
c.
Red,
Blue
Band Bor
ings received. For in spite of all that occurred in our history the
arbitrator did not have personal VAN RENSSELAER—Oct. 29—Alexander
W hite with Colored Bor
state Milk Producers' Association and the
Van Rensselaer et al, Exrs. of Sarah
knowledge
of
these
things
and
made
no
Terrible
of
Ocean
Fish
ders.
torced upon the farmers for many study of the cost of production, cost of
American spirit has never been daunted and we have grown steadily
ders.
D rexel. Van Rensselaer, of Upper
Dublin.
The whole scheme of nature is un years is at last admitted to have cer distribution, and the amount of profit, CLAYTON—Oct.
31—Montgomery
Trust
in spiritual strength.
'
speakably cruel, and far more so tain weaknesses. If it is weak to-day, made, his selection as arbitrator was a
Company, Ex., of Alphonzo Clayton,
of Norristown.
In this year of 1932 we see many things to be thankful for. among marine animals than among it has been weak since its beginning, noor one. If this information was giv
BECKER—Oct. 31—Charles H. Holtzman,
and
the
result
of
this
weakness
in
et al, Exrs. of Heni'y Becker, of Low
We have come through the three most trying years we have ex the beasts of the land jungles, John dollars and cents has amounted to a en him or if he acquired it from other
Pure Silk
Imported Willow
er Merion.
Edwin Hogg asserts, in the Los An loss of millions and millions of dollars sources and then made the decision he LEARY—Oct.
31—Mary A. Leary, Test.
perienced in more than half a century. W e have come through geles Times. The acme of this cruelty
did, he was unworthy of the appoint
Guardian of Joseph Leary, late minor.
to the farmer.
ment.
WEISS—Oct. 31—B. D. Alderfer, Ex. of
them safely, with far less suffering, far less permanent injury to our seems to be represented in the food
To allow big dealers to still reap Dealers Profit at Farmers’ Expense
Friedrich Weiss, of Hatfield Twp.
of the sawfish. These terrible huge profits and at the same time be
SMITH—Nov. 2—Earl H. Smith, -Admr.
national institutions and our national welfare than have any of the habits
During the past eighteen months the
creatures belong to the shark family. able to compete with the small inde
C. T. A. of Margaret E. Smith, of
Splendid quality, 40 in.
Upper Dublin.
other peoples of the world. On every hand there is evidence so They are common throughout the pendent and new way system dealers, big companies have made greater pro
Hand made of clean,
PEDRICK—Nov.
2—Charles S. Pedrick,
portional
profits
than
ever
before
and
wide.
Comes in all plain
Gulf
of
California.
Specimens
of
them
the farmer is again made the goat in
Admr. C. T. A. of Howard Cloud Ped
plain that all can see that the worst is past, and that we are coming
white willow braided tops
have been taken 20 feet in length and a further brice reduction for his milk. this during a depression, while at the
rick, of Conshohocken.
colors.
same time the farmer has been pushed GLENZINGER—Nov. 2—William F. Mey
again into material prosperity with renewed courage and with our weighing a ton.
Reason for Lower Prices
ers, Ex. of Matthias Glenzinger, of
deeper and deeper into debt mid povin
general
they
are
somewhat
sim
Conshohocken.
“Increased producton and deceased erty.
national moral still unshaken.
RINCK—Nov. 3—Paul A. Rinck, Jr., et al,
ilar to a swordfish, but instead of be consumption”, are cited in _ the arbi
This retail price reduction should
Exrs. of Paul A. Rinck, of Lower
That, it seems to us, is sufficient reason why Thanksgiving ing equipped with a sword, the saw
Merion.
trator’s report as reasons for the re have come entirely from the dealer, as
3—Mary E.
Stockdale,
Better Merchandise for Less Money
Day, this year, should be more than a mere holiday, why it should fish has an elongated nasal appendage duction in prices to the farmer. Forget it is an economic war and should SMITH—Nov.
Admrx. of Margaret A. Smith, of Hatarmed with a double row of saber- it! This is simply a camouflage ana have been based on cost of delivery
boro.
' be a day upon which every American should actually give thanks pointed saw teeth. He’s a specialist smoke screen. Tne real reason is com and office personnel. The reduction in DEMITA—Nov. 3—Norristown-Penn Trust
That’s What You Can Expect Here
Company, Ex. of Antenette Demita,
to the God he worships for having led us safely through the slough in food, and while not averse to an petition. Whoever heard of milk com wages and reduced cost of supplies
of Norristown.
occasional meal of marine carrion, he panics pouring milk down sewers on could easily have absorbed this reduc KUNE-—Nov. 3—Norristown-Penn Trust
of despond to the verge of the promised land again.
altho
tion
instead
of
passing
part
of
it
to
account
of
over-production
Company, Admr. of Alina H. Kline,
has a pleasant little habit of slashing
of Norristown.
the farmer.
his food off of living prey.. He will bought at a very low brice ?
RUTH—Nov.
3—William F. K. Ruth, Ex.
price war will benefit consum
of William B. Ruth, of Towamencin.
slip up under any large marine crea , i ne new-way system of delivery in ersThis
who
have
been
led
to
believe,
and
OBERHOLTZER—Nov.
3—Linford
B.
T H E R E D CRO SS R O L L CA LL .
ture he may come upon and with a jxhiiadeipnia and surrounding terri rightly so, in the high foou values of
Oberholtzer, et al, Admrs. of Elmer E.
tory
at
a
lower
price
has
ci)t
largely
Oberholtzer, of Lower Salford.
The American Red Cross is finding it difficult to enroll the terrific lunge tear into his victim into the pronts of the big companies milk. But strange to say the consum CRESSMAN—Nov.
3—Elgin H. Lenhardt,
with his saw. He usually manages to in oraer to meet this competition the er has made no kick about the retail
Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a. of Elizabeth
needed number of supporters. The southeastern chapter, of which disembowel them. Then he feasts.
Cressman,
of
Norristown.
large dealers wit,h heavy overhead, price of milk. They believe they are
4—Pauline B. Laurence,
NORRISTOW N’S BEST DEPARTM ENT STORE
high salaried oihcials, interest on receiving milk produced and delivered WOODS—Nov.
this sectionris a part, is far from its goal of 175,000 members. We
Extrx. of Elizabeth A. Woods, of Nor
bonds and stocks amounting to thou to them under good hygenic conditions
ristown.
all have knowledge of the work of the Red Cross. It has served,
B all G am es in* H isto ry
sands and thousands of dollars yearly, and that the price is not out of pro DURKIN—Nov. 4—Harry Durkin, Ex. of
Patrick Durkin, of Ambler.
Football as a game was the subject must lower their price or continue to portion for food values received.
and will continue to serve, but will be greatly handicapped in that
Upon reduction in the retail prices WATT—Nov. 4—The Real Estate-Land
of stern repressive laws as far back lose business daily.
Title and Trust Company, Ex. of Ella
by the big concerns to meet competi
M. Watt, of Cheltenham.
service unless we who can will help.
as the time of the Black Prince—aye,
Far sighted as they are, the big tive prices, the new way system imme NEWLIN—Nov.
5—Girard Trust Company,
and even earlier, sin the days of which dealers have seen the hand-writing on
, Ex. of Grace De Lancey Verplanck
diately
met
this
with
a
further
reduc
-O**************************
Newlin, of Lower Merion.
Homer* wrote. The people of Israel as the wall and have successfully with the tion of one cent per quart and the
*
5 — Fidelity-Philadelphia
far back as the year 750 B. C. played aid of the Inter-State Milk Producers' price situation assumed the same po LEWIS—Nov.
A Q U O T A T IO N FROM LIN CO LN .
*
Trust Company, Admr. of Mary Wolff
*
a game with a ball to be thrown, kicked Association Incorporated, forced four sition it was in before arbitration
Lewis, of Springfield.
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
RAHN—Nov. 6—Bertha H. Rahn, et al,
* rr.-r—
1
7 ”«‘
£
“I like to see a plan proud of the place in which he lives. I or otherwise propelled by players, as previous* reductions on the farmers started.
Exrs.
of,.
Isaac
S.
Rahn,
of
Upper
during the past two years. Now, that
jjj (Successor to F. W. SHALKOP) %
This action was forecasted and in
Frederick.
like to see a man who lives in it so that his place will be proud of witness the twenty-second chapter of the time has arrived for a reduction
AND ,
fact known before and during the ar HAAS—Nov. 5—The Farmers National
Isaiah, in which the prophet said: “He
Bank and Trust Company of Boyerhim. Be honest, but hate no one ; overturn a man’s wrong-doings, will turn and toss thee like a ball.” in retail prices to meet competitor bitration and for the representatives
1
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
1
town, formerly The Farmers National
the big companies, altho well-fortified of the big dealers, along with the ar
T
'
$
SCHUYLKILL ANTHRACITE
Bank of Boyertown, Pa., Ex. of Henry
but do not overturn him unless it must be done in an overturning That this game of ball was brought by and prepared bv these former reduc
|
t
E
a
p
p
e
,
p
a
.
S. Haas, of Pottstown.
children of Israel from the land of tions, are not satisfied and with the aid bitrator, to make the decision they did, RUSSELL—Nov. 5—The Pennsylvania
x
of the wrong. Stand with anybody that stands right. Stand with the
the face of these facts, was noth
No effort spared to meet the 1
Company for Insurances on Lives and
Egypt is indicated by inscriptions of an arbitrator and co-workers of the in
Granting Annuities, Ex. of Randolph
ing
short
of
stupid.
When
this
last
fullest expectations of those who |
CANNAL AND BITUMINOUS
him while he is right and part with him when he goes wrong.” — carved on monuments beside the Nile. Inter-State Milk Producers’ Associa- reduction in price made by the new
P. Russell, of Lower Merion.
5 — PhoenixviUe Trust
engage my. services.
I
And this written word of Isaiah takes tion have forced the farmer to take way system is met by the big dealers SANDER—Nov.
Company, Ex. of Rosa Sander, of Up
Abraham Lincoln.
Harry S. Whitman, assisijant. $
the beginning of the game back about another cut in price, effecti
per Dublin.
the new-way system will again make a
ber 1st, 1932.
3,000 years' ago.
further reduction in their retail pric-, BLAIR—Nov. 5—Anna S. Blair, Extrx. of
$ Bell Phone 320.
•
Andrew A. Blair, of Springfield. S
For the big companies to meet com es. And while the price war continues KUNKEL—Nov.
*
I
5—James E. Kurikel,
th e Rackets.
petitive prices and to continue their and competition grows keener the con
**************************
Admr. of Natalie L. Kunkel, of Lower
Merion.
huge profits it was necessary for the sumer will benefit, but the war will end
M iracu lo u s T h o rn
Getting beer, in the opinion of Arthur Brisbane, famous editor
HUNSICKER—Nov. 5—Anna C. Hunsick* * * * * * *** ** ** ** *** ** ** *** *
The Glastonbury Thorn is the haw arbitrator and the officers of both the eventually in the ruination and de
er, Admrx. of Irvin K. Hunsicker, of
is not going to end the racketeering problems, In a recent bit of thorn tree which sprang from the spot Inter-State Milk Producers’ Associa struction of both the big dealer and
Limerick.
I
*
Best Grades
5—Charles. R. Bechtle,
arid the dealers,, to throw up
the farmer. The big dealer with a O’BRIEN—Nov.
Admr. of Hannah O’Brien, of Abingcomment he quoted A 1 Capone, whom he interviewed in prison, as on Wearyall hill, at Glastonbury, in tion
Free—Special—Free
smoke, screen using over-production high taxation and with dividends to be
ton.
England, where Joseph of ’Arimathea and under-consumption for the pur
on hundreds of thousands of dol QUIMBY—Nov. 5—William D. Gordon,
saying, relative to ending prohibition :
For a Limited Time Only
set his pilgram’s staff while on his pose. This, the farmers were to swal paid
Secretary of Banking of the Common
lars of stocks and bonds, will be un
wealth of Pennsylvania, in possession
mission to convert Britain. As the re low, hook, sinker and line.
' “ What’s going to become of my people if they stop my beer business ?
able to continue the price war and to
of The Merion Title and Trust Com
sult of its holy origin, this hawthorn
I have 200 or 300 young men working for me, nice boys, with their little
pany of Ardmore, Guardian of Har
Altho the big companies had long pav their dividends at the same time.
riet B. Quimby, a minor.
bloomed miraculously at Christmas, been prepared for this retail price-re With default in the payment of divi DOWNEY—Nov.
homes and kiddies, making (150 to $250 a week. Anybody who thinks
5—William D. Gordon,
1 C o ppe r s
50 Cent Tube of
the
natural
blossoming
season
of
the
dends
the
stocks
and
bonds
will
be
Secretary of Banking of the Common
duction,
by
way
of
previous
cuts
to
the
they will go back to jobs at $30 a week doesn’t know much.”
wealth of Pennsylvania in possession
hawthorn being in May and June.. Dur farmers and to their employees, the come worthless.
of
The
Merion
Title
and
Trust
Com
The result, probably, will be to turn the attention of these ing the Cromwellian civil war the board of strategy had the audacity to
Unless the farmer voluntarily steps
pany of Ardmore, Guardian of Mary
B. Downey, a minor.
out
of business, as many have already
make
the
farmer
believe
he
was
tak
thorn
tree
was
destroyed
by
a
fanat
overpaid individuals to more intensive racketeering of another
DOWNEY—Nov.
5—William D. Gordon,
ical Puritan, but grafts from it were ing the short end of the reduction and done, he will be forced out very short
Secretary of Banking of the Common
sort— unless the police of the country bear down harder than they saved, replanted and persist in their concluded the farmer would consent to ly as thousands have been in the past
TOOTH PASTE
NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS SEAL ,
wealth of Pennsylvania in possession
of The Merion Title and Trust Com
it was necessary on account of vear by way of the sheriff.
have in the past. A t least, then, the public’s attention and indig miraculous Christmas blooming in de believe
pany
of
Ardmore,
Guardian
of
Mar
Unless the farmer is paid more for
garet Downey, a minor.
fiance of botanical laws. A stone now over-production and under consump his milk than he now receives, and he
and a
tion, instead of competition. Every
HOPKINS—Nov. 5—Montgomery Trust
nation will be turned more definitely and destructively to any marks the spot of the original -tree.
Company, Guardian of William Mcthing considered this last act in reduc is now selling at a price below the
' Neal Hopkins, a minor.
municipal police authorities suspected of ignoring or even encouring prices to the farmer constituted the cost of production, there will be an ever CONARD—Nov.
\„5—Montgomery Trust
increasing
number
of
farm
sheriff
Company, Ex. of Maggie M. Conard,
boldest and most brazen piece of ef
aging the racketeers. No one, perhaps, has ever imagined that the
W e w ill a p p re c ia te th e op=
C o n cern in g P u b lic Office
of
Norristown.
sales
amounting
to
thousands
during
frontery witnessed in many years. At
Both
MANNIX—N ov.v 5—Annie Jane Pugh,
Dorman Eaton in his spoils system best it could only have been put on the next year.
police could not put down the rackets if they went about it
p o rtu n ity to su p p ly y o u r
Guardian of Daniel Pratt Mannix,
late minor.
and civil service reform, chapter 3, en trial to see if farmers would stand for
for
Unless farmers repudiate this Inter
seriously.-—-Rrom the Doylestown Intelligencer.
h e a tin g n e e d s.
10—Kenneth MacFartitled “The Merit System,” uses the ex it. The question is, will it work and State Milk Producers’ Association and MACFARLAN-—Oct.
lan, et al, Tr. for John Dick Macform a co-operative association or un
pression “A public office is a public how?
Farlan, in of Estate of Christina MacFarlan, Dec’d.
ion of their own, thru which they can
trust.” The origin of this expression is
Big Dealers Want Help
GAUL—Oct.
27—Anna Reese Gaul, Alfred
Make Your Boy Happy! I
get real and honest representation and
CO N CE N T R A T IO N .
G. Hare and Corn Exchange National
assigned to many. According to some
*
In Philadelphia it is estimated the obtain better prices, nothing but a
Bank
and
Trust Company, Phila.,
it
was
first
used
by
Charles
Sumner
Get one today and make him |
new way system has already cut into
Trustees of J. Hunter Gaul Estate,
“ Thousands of people fall into evil ways, simply for want of
smash-UP of farms greater
Dec’d.
in a Speech in the United States sen the business of the big companies to general
than anything known in our history FOW—Oct. 29—Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust
promise to keep his TEETH |
C ollegeville, P a .
wholesome mental occupation,” said Dr. Einlyn Jones, Chief of the ate, May 31, 1872. According to Col. the extent of more than 60,000 quarts will
take place in the near future.
Company, Tr. for Lillie May Fow
CLEAN.
John
S.
Wolfe,
of
Champaign
it
origi
of
milk
daily.
Help!
Help!
The
farm
u
/w
of
Jennie
R.
Fow.
Bureau of Vital Statistics, State Department of Health, in discuss
A FARMER.
vw l
|
LONERGAN—Nov. 2—Continental-Equita
nated in decision of Justice Samuel ers are called to the .rescue. The big
ble Title and Trust Company, Tr. for
This is the finest Antiseptic |
ing the subject of “ Concentration.” Continuing, he said : An un D. Lockwood of the Illinois Supreme companies, with their huge profits,
Norah
Cavanaugh
u
/w
of
John
E.
WISE AND OTHERWISE
Lonergan, Dec’d.
must be saved and this at the expense
**************************
Tooth Paste in the country.
I
occupied mincl is like a stagnant pool, the water of which grows court, prior to i840.
BERGEY—Nov. 4—The Union National
*
of the already over-burdene^ farmer.
Here are some College best sellers:
Blank of Souderton, Pa. (now Union
I
slimy and impure. If you wish to be free from unwholesome
This is a Real Bargain.;
A loss of 60,000 quarts of milk daily
National Bank and Trust Company
1
“Let Bygones Be” by Gones.
J . L. BECHTEL
f
of Souderton, Pa.), Tr. for Lydia
*
cuts deeply into the net profits dost on
R e frig e ra tio n Id ea
thoughts and to develop a character that will point to good and
“Yes”
by
George.
I
Bergey,
now
Dec’d,
U/w
of
Samuel
G.
sale of cream and other items. A
Ber gey.
With the aid of a gas flame, which the
“Rock-a”
by
Baby.
net profit | of two cents per quart on
KLAUDER—Nov.
5—George
C.
Klauder
useful acts, fill the mind with truth, and keep it occupied.”
he used to heat a few simple elements 60,000 quarts of .milk means a loss of
“The Fly” by Night.
and William D. Gordon, Secretary of !
Banking for the Commonwealth of
“T o achieve anything worth while, one must concentrate upon enclosed in a bent and sealed glass $1200 per day—over $8,000 per week
“Missed” by A. Mile.
Pennsylvania in possession of the
tube,
Michael
Faraday
discovered
the
Collegeville, Pa.
“Benjamin
Franklin’s
Auto”
by
Manajmnk Trust Company, Surv. Trs.
and about $35,000 per month.
the thing to be understood and. learned. In hydraulic mining
u /w of C. W. Klauder, of Lower Mer
absorption principle of refrigeration in
In percentage of cost to the dealer Ography.
ion, Dec’d.
The Collegeville D ruggist |
the flow of water used would be worthless if spread in fine spray 1823, according to a manufacturer. and the retail selling price the former
A freshman at the University of MCCARTER—Nov. 5—William D. Gordon,
Secretary of Banking of the Com
Modern Funeral Home for
over the face of the hill j but concentrated in a small stream, its “This discovery was the real founda and present profits oq basic milk were Alabama struggling through an exam
monwealth of Pennsylvania in pos
5th Ave. and Reading Pike j
tion of the modern refrigeration in much too high. When surplus milk
Patrons
session of The Merion Title and Trust
power is very great, tearing away earth and rock, and overcoming dustry, and refrigerators of today fol And milk for cream are taken into con in military science is credited with the
I
Company of Ardmore, Tr. u /w of
following'gem:
“Drowning
is
the
Collegeville, Pa.
Elizabeth R. McCarter, Dec’d.
low the original idea uncovered by the sideration the profits from this source science of taking enough water into •KOHLER—Nov.
5—William
D.
Gordon,
all obstacles.”
Phone : 30
do not stop with fair percentages, but
Secretary of Banking of the .Com
English scientist,” he says,.
“ The great thinkers of the world have possessed in a high de
amount to three, four and over five the lungs to keep from living.”
monwealth of Pennsylvania in pos
session of The Merion Title and Trust ************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
hundred per cent, when the sale of
“I just can’t bear to have a man
Company^ of Ardmore, Tr. of Est. of
gree this power of concentration. Sir Isaac Newton, who so
cream,
butter,
butter
milk
and
the
J. G. A. Kohler, Dec’a.
touch me,” declared the prudish girl.
M a te ria ls o f M in iatu res
5—William D. Gordon, Sec
greatly enriched the world by his discoveries, possessed so great a
A study of materials used for mini manufacture of ice cream are consid “Neither can I,” emphatically replied ADAMS—Nov.
retary of Banking of the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania in possession
the stingy man.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
power of concentration that he often did not know whether or not atures has been adjudged a valuable ered.
of The Merion Title and Trust Com
Surplus Milk Profits
in cataloguing their ages.
pany of Ardmore, Tr. u /w of Mary J.
Observations of Oldest Inhabitant:
he had dined. It frequently happens that students of only modest aidVellum,
A
few
instances
showing
the
amaz
Adams, Dec’d.
first employed, was succeed
These days if a woman has one she CASEY—Nov.
ing
profits
accruing
from
surplus
milk
5—William D.
Gordon,
talent become by means of mental labor men of power; while ed by cardboard. The miniature art might be stated here. Using milk has so many children she doen’t know
Secretary of Banking of the Common
wealth
of
Pennsylvania
in
possession
ists
of
Elizabethan
days
frequently
did
highly gifted individuals who cease to exercise their brain, become
with a little over four per cent of but- w hat to do.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
of The Merion Title and Trust Com
their paintings on the back of playing terfat as an example for which the
pany, of Ardmore, Tr. under Irrevo
Kansas City has a housewife who
narrow minded, and often stupid.”
cable Deed of Trust of William S.
cards. By the end of the Seventeenth farmer is paid two cents per quart arid says,she never starts to prepare a
Casey.
“ The substantial work of man’s record has been done by good, century, ivory, which was to do so keeping in mind this is approximately, meal until her husband is close enough BUCHER—Nov.
5—William D. Gordon,
Secretary of Banking of the Common
twenty-five
per
cent
cream,
it
takes
much for. the art, was employed.
so
she
can
see
the
white
of
his
eyes.—
but not extraordinary minds, working simply and methodically.
wealth
of
Pennsylvania
in possession
four quarts of this milk to yield one
of The ilerion Title and Trust Com
quart of cream, and for these four
pany of* Ardmore, Tr. u/vol. Deed of
Whatever is worth doing at all, is worth doing well.”
(Patent applied for)
Trust of Emma C. Bucher.
quarts the farmer is paid eight cents,
or in other words, the dealer pays
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
-------------- o-------------Saving in fuel up to 25% over burners without this improvement.
Register of Wills and Clerk of
only eight cents for this quart of
Orphans’ Court.
cream.
B A N K E R S A D V IS E A D V E R T ISIN G .
Installation made in any furnace,
This cream, depending upon quanti
Get in touch with us, phone 10?
in any weather in a few hours.
Merchants who do not advertise are invited to read the follow
ty bought is sold to the house wife at
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
The severest part of the winter
Collegeville, Pa., ^nd have our
prices
ranging
from
thirty-five
to
sev
ing from the American Bankers Magazine, as it might give them a
and
the
treachorous
weather
of
representative
make a survey to
s
:
enty cents per quart. Another illus
early spring are still ahead of
tration to show how large profits ac
new slant on busiuess— your own business— as well as the matter
S PURE MILK AND CREAM S
tell you the facts. It costs noth
you.
crue to the leaders. Butter made from
ing for this survey, and it will
of building up your town : “ No business man in any town should
this surplus milk bought at two cents
Why battle along with old fash
BUTTERMILK
clear up many ^misconceptions.
per quart, not to mention the money
allow a newspaper published in his town to go without his name
ioned unreliable coal heating?
received for the butter, the butter
Why put up with dirt, dust, la
COTTAGE CHEESE
and business-being mentioned somewhere in, its columns. This
You can figure your cost with
milk remains and is sold at an aver
■
bor, responsibility and. worry?
age
price
of
eight
cents
per
quart.
does not mean you should have a whole, half or even a quarter
our burner the same as coal at
Why
hot
have
the
assurance
of
! For Sale in Collegeville by
And further a real source of revenue
perfect
peace
of
mind
th
at
a,re
$7.00 per ton.
page ad in each issue of the paper, but your name and business
and high profits to dealers is in the
■ Yeagle & Poley
A. C. Ludwig J[
liable automatic Clamer Burner
manufacture of ice cream. Here are
should be mentioned, if you do not use more than a two-line space.
■ Collegeville Bakery A. Loughim ■
will bring.
profits! The cream bought at eight
A stranger picking up- a newspaper should. be able to tell what
cents per quart from the farmer, when
J . Leckie
Installed complete
■
OO
used in the manufacture of ice cream,
business is represented in a town by looking at the paper. This is
In Trappe:
almost doubles itself in quantity. Re
*
Less Tank
duced to cream cost, per quart of ice
■ Horace Bean and George Kutra J
the bes,t possible town advertiser. The man who does not advertise
cream, makes the cost per quart about
his business does an injustice to himself and the town. The man
five cents. The selling price to the
Mrs. Elizabeth Tilton, chairman,
J . ARTHUR NELSON
public is well-known.
who insists on shariqg the business that comes to town, but refuses
Scott E. Leslie, 25, Cleveland, selfannounces that the Women’s Commit
Does this illustrate how the big
taught in fine pen lettering, won the
ROYERSFORD, PA. |
tee for Education Against Alcohol
to advertise his own is not a valuable addition to any town. The
dealers make huge profits at the ex
nation-wide civil service competition
will convene at' the capital to fight
* 340=342=344 M ain S tr e e t, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Stop driver or phone 512.
pense of the farmer who is reduced
as embosser in the federal printing
life of a town depends on the live, wide-awake and liberal adver
the wet vote when Congress meets in
further into poverty and receiverdepartment at Washington.
December.
—
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T H E IN D E P E N D E N T

Rare Types of Mammals
in Smithsonian Exhibit

Who Gets the Difference?

IT’S TIME NOW
FOR YOU TO BUY!
The Big* Specials

O u tin g F la n n e l D re s s P e rc a le s
• 14 c y d .
15c y d .

Turkish Towels
20c

Linen Towels

Clothes Baskets
69c each

Flat Crepes
79c

W arn er’s

CHARLES J. FRANKS

COAL
tOKEi

Astring-O-Sol

$1.00 Football

49c

W. H. Gristock’s Sons

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

WINKLER;

T H E CLA M ER

is the only OIL BURNER that prevents cold air
from passing oyer heating surface of boiler
between periods of operation.

GEO. F. CLAM ER

1.HH.HHI—

WISE AND OTHERWISE
WISE AND OTHERWISE
Jud Tunkins says sympathy is gen
All things change, except the law of
change and the architecture of hot erally a polite means of. reminding a
hard luck victim of how glad you are
dogs.—Toronto Telegram.
The Ananias Club—“Son,” said dad, that you’re not in his place.—Wash
“I wish you would get a few jazz rec ington Star.
Bride (reading account of her wed
ords for th at phonograph. I’m sick of
hearing those classical pieces you ding)— T wish they’d invent a new ex
youngster's insist on playing.”—Cin pression. It’s always the blushing
bride.” Miss Candour—“Well, when
cinnati Enquirer.
Movie Director—“Mills wants $600 you consider what sort of husbands
for playing the part of the Indian in some girls marry, you can’t wonder at
our new film.” Manager—“Offer him them blushing.”—Kentish Observer,
$300. Tell him it’s only a half-breed.” i “Last night’s jazz concert was not
so good,” writes Eph Keljoy, of New
—Boston Transcript.
“That’s my statute of Peace.” port. “It had two dishpan bangs and
“You’ve made her very beautiful. . . . four cat yowls too few for the tempo.”
In some families thrift consists in
too beautiful.” “Ah, well, you see, I
didn’t model her from nature.”—■ worrying about what became of last
month’s money.—Anderson Herald.
L’lllustration, Paris..
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CAPT. LEITHEISER DESCRIBES
PRISON WORK TO Y. M. C. A.
Warden of Eastern Penitentiary Gives
Interesting Talk On Modern
Criminology
Captain Elmer Leitheiser, warden
in charge of the Graterford barracks
of the Eastern Penitentiary gave a
very interesting description of prison
work as it is carried on at Graterford,
at a meeting of the Ursinus College
Y. M. C, A. last week, where he was
the guest speaker.
After 18 years as a member of the
State Police, Captain Leitheiser enter
ed the field of prison work. As war
den. of a penitentiary now having over
thirteen hundred inmates, he was able
to throw interesting side-lights on the
modern treatment of criminals.
“There are few whom it is ex
tremely difficult to handle. As a rule,
the men are not confined to their cells
alone until late in the evening. Those
committing minor violations must stay
in their cells twenty-three put of
twenty-four hours a day for a month.
Serious offenders are given a trial in
the warden’s office in which evidence
is submitted for the prosecution and
for the defence. The guilty pnes
spend one to ten days in solitary con
finement on a diet of bread . and
water.”
“Treatment of prisoners a century
ago was much more severe. Then, a
man with a ten-year term might not
see the one in the next cell during
that time. There ife still some ques
tion as to which is the better way.”
“Magazines are regularly received
a t the prison, but not newspapers. No
educational program is in operation,
although one is being planned. ’ In
mates may attend Catholic, Protest
ant, Hebrew, or Christian Science
services within the walls on Sundays.!’
The Captain answered over a dozen
questions, which the men a t the meet
ing asked. “We always feed good,
wholesome, substantial food, with a
varied menu. The men are all expect
ed to work the entire day and there
fore are entitled to good rations.”
“Dominoes,
marbles, checkers,
quoits, volley-ball, and horseshoes are
played by the men for recreation.
Football teams in the tall and base
ball teams in the summer are brought
into the prison to contest the teams
organized among the prisoners.
In
my opinion there is more recreation
for the prisoners, than the average
student gets in college.”
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BorHERE are a great many ways to do a job of printing; but
quality printing is only done one way—THE BEST. We
' do commercial printing of all kinds in our Job Department
and we do it the QUALITY WAY at reasonable prices. Let us ■
help you plan your next printing job—name cards, business cards,
envelopes, billheads, letterheads, programs, tickets, posters, an
nouncements, folders, pamphlets or booklets. Typography and
quality of paper “make a difference.” Price estimates furnished.
111

1-0 in.
plain

COMMERCIAL PRINTING DEPARTMENT
Phone 24
C ollegeville, P a .
JOIN the growing family of “The Independent” readers.
Spicy editorial comment on local and national topics; all
the local news stories; sports; a review of the Perkiomen
valley, county, state and general news; the Philadelphia market
report and a snort story every week. You can not make a better 3cent investment. Phone us your news—Collegeville; 24. Adver
tising in “The Independent” Pays—you read this adver,; the other
fellow will.read yours!
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A n uncertain supply of Hot
Water wastes your time.

A n A utomatic ’
G as or E lectric
W ater H eater
in your hom e will give you continu
ous hot water service, day or night,
at very low cost. Low down pay
ments and convenient terms. Prices
to suit all pocketbooks.

See Us, or Your Dealer
Happy!

■
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(©, B ell S y n d ic a te .)— W N U Service.

NCE there was an Industrial
Slave whose Name did not ap
pear'in the History of his'Own
Times. He cut no Ice except
that he added a Grand Total of
the Census Total. He was just an
other Passenger on the Trolley and
another Pay Envelope on Saturday
night and another Vote to be rounded
up by the Precinct Captain. He was
known to the Folks living Next Door
and the Foreman remembered him
from one Week to another and that
is as far as his Fame ever spread. He
wore Overalls and carried a Lunch
Pail with a Cup inverted on the Top
and pulled at a stubby Dudeen, which
was about all of the Biographical De
tails available. Except that, being a
Namesake of the great martyred Pres
ident, he was commonly know as Link.
Nothing ever happened to him until
he died and then he received as much
worshipful Attention as ever was ex
pended on a Crowned Head. He may
have been a Mutt while he ,was breath
ing but the Moment he became cold
he was a Prominent Citizen, j
When he joined the Majority the be
reaved Helpmate consulted the Bank
Book, which showed a stingy Balance
of $534. There was an unpaid Bal
ance on the House and a Doctor Bill.
Germany was Well off as compared
with Link’s Family. However, a Sick
Benefit had accrued from the Union.
So the poor bereaved Widow began
to make arrangements for the Obse
quies. She took all she had 1in sight
and went into Debt as far as they
would let her go and gave his Nobs
one Whale of a Fare-Ye-well.
While Link was here He and the
Missus used to go to the Mat about
once so often. In fact, they averaged
about three Armageddons a Day, with
the Issue always in doubt, but the Mo
ment he ■cashed in, she remembered
him as a CMale Turtle Dove who did
nothing bpt Coo.
He was a Tough Bird while he had
his Health but the Minute he breathed
his Last he was Snow White.

■

Alive and Kicking: Dead—Can’t Kick.

As soon as they began making the
Arrangements it occurred to her that
they did not have, in ' the principal,
high-priced, aristocratic Cemetery, a
Boston College kept most of its Lot which was in keeping with 'the
football team at work on their new Social Prominence and Eminent Vir
tues of the Deceased.
stadium last summer.
So she sent for one of the Trustees
of the Graveyard and he let her have
a srhall Tract of Ground on a High
Spot, commanding a good, view, and
all he charged her was about four
times what she would pay for land at
the corner of Fifth Avenue and 42nd
Street.
After that she called in the Under
taker, who is a great help on such
Occasions. He had a very beautiful
Catalogue showing the different kinds
of Caskets which might be purchased.
. He showed her some of the cheap ones
but he very frankly admitted that
possibly some of the Wood had Worm
Hole* in it and the Handles were not
Sterling Silver, and, although he didn’t
want to influence her in any way, he
suggested that she could not get any
thing which would be worthy of the
Dear Departed unless she picked out
something in the Back Part of the
Book.
The Widow must have been in a
very Sentimental Mood when she
picked out the Metal Casket that let
down in front, the same as a Kitchen
Cabinet. It had a lot of Puffed Satin
and was guaranteed to stand up and
remain in Good Condition for a great
many Years, which didn’t make any
Difference, but the Widow fell for it
just the same. She wanted Link to
have the Best of everything.
While he was alive, she would hol
ier until you could hear her a Block
away if he bought a Collar Button
that cost as much as 50 Cents, but now
that he was gone and had become one
of the Angels, let us hope, she couldn’t
think of anything too Recherche for
him. So she ordered the kind of Cof
fin which is favored by New York
Millionaires and when she heard the
Price was Eight Hundred Dollars she
wasn’t, feazed a trifle.
Then the Undertaker took up with
her the Important Matter of how they
should attire Link before spreading
him out. He said that the neatest and
niftiest and Slickest Costume for a
Gentleman of Standing was a Tuxedo
with Pearl Studs and Patent Leather
F rid a y a t 7:4S P . M .
Dancing Pumps. Than which nothing
could have been more appropriate for
Link.

P hiladelphia E lectric Company
AHOur Suburban Stores
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Soprano Tried for Distance.
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He not only never had worn a Lew
Cody outfit but he never had seen one.
What is more, it would have required
a Posse of very determined Men to
get Link into a Tuxedo but, of course,
they had him counted out and lying
Horizontal and the Widow ^ a s having
her own Way, so she ordered, at a very
high Price, a very beautiful Regalia
suitable for one who is going to at
t e n d a Dinner Dance at the Ritz.
After they got Link into the Nobby
Outfit'it would be unfair to tell you
that fie looked different. If he ever
appeared at the Gates of Heaven in
the Masquerade Costume there is a
Question as to whether or not Saint
Peter would have identified him from
the Description which had been re
ceived In Advance.
Quite a’ Question arose as to where
the Funeral Services would be held.
It would be necessary to have a

Preacher and it was customary to
break into a Church. It just happened
that Link had not attended Church
for something like a matter of 28
Years and he had no Sectarian Affili
ations that anyone remembered, but
his Wife happened to, think that one
of his Aunts had been a Methodist,
so they fixed it up and had the Meth
odist Minister come over and he looked
at the Remains and secured a few
Data from the Bereaved Helpmate and
by the time he got through Link was
almost a Methodist in Good Standing.
The Pastor and the Undertaker told
the Widow that it was customary, if
1you
to wanted to have a real Swell Fu
neral, to have some singing and that
a good Soprano who was. guaranteed
to ushffl- the Departing Soul right in
to the Blissful Beyond would bring
about 50 Dollars.
Link’s Wife said that nothing was
too gopd for Him so they hired a near
opera Singer and she did three Obli
gatos at the church, her Idea evident
ly being to let them know in the
World Beyond that Link was on his
way, because she certainly was Loud.
Fortunately Link could not hear her
and did not know what it cost, so ev
erything was all right.
Roping in the Relatives.

It seems that the Importance of a
Funeral nowadays is gauged by the
Number of Motor Cars which follow
the Motor Hearse out to the Cemetery.
All you have to do to get a Motor
Hearse is tO‘ buy it and use it once
ahd then give it back.
Link’s wife wanted the Funeral to
be a Real Success so she engaged all
of the Automobiles from three Ga
rages and had them lined up in front
of the Church, so that all of the
Mourners could get a Free Ride out
to the Cemetery, with the result that
a great many People who never had
heard of Link rode out and stood be
side the Open Grave and cried like
. Children.
We must not overlook the fact that
Death Notices had been inserted in all
of the Newspapers nearby and that
Mrs. Link had sent for Link’s Broth
er, who lived five hundred miles away
and had paid his Railroad Fare and
had bought a hew Suit of Clothes so
that they would let him enter the
Church. All of this helped to whoop
the Expense Account but there is one
time when a Sentimental Woman will
not balk at Expenses and that is when
she is planting the Beloved.
It certainly was a most successful
Funeral. Link’s wife sent Flowers in
her own name and in the Naples of
all of the Relatives who were not pres
ent. Link looked simply wonderful in
his ballroom Costume and the Preach
er talked about him until almost any
body Could believe that Link amounted
to something and the Soprano did her
self proud and the Parade was about
four blocks long and the Assembly out
at the Cemetery looked like a Mass
Meeting.
After it was all over, the Widow
held a Consultation with the Children
and checked up on the Family Budget.
They had no Assets in sight but there
were quite a number of Bills.
The Widow said, by way of 'Expla
nation, “It looks as though we would
be broke for the next twenty years,
but you must admit that we gave Papa
quite a Send-Off.”
MORAL—If people are overlooking
you, die.
Forms of Government
in European Countries

The following European nations are
republics: Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Bsthonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Portugal, San Marino, Spain, Switzer
land and Turkey. Russia is a federa
tion of republics, but of republics of
a sort quite different from the oldeq
kind.
Thu kingdoms p e those of Belgium,
Bulgaria, Denmark, Great Britain,
Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Ru
mania; the Serb, Croat and Slovens
(Jugoslavia), and Sweden. The gov
ernment of Hungary is also, in form
that of a kingdom, but the throne is
vacant at present. Luxemburg is . a
grand duchy. Monaco is a princi
pality.
Ireland and Danzig are called free
states. In Danzig there is a legisla
tive assembly, elected by the people,
and a high commissioner, appointed by
the LeSgue of Nations. In Ireland
there is the sort of quasi-independent
government that Canada has, with a
very slight formal acknowledgment of
the sovereignty of the British king.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
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. RUSSELL B. HUNSBERGER

DENTIST
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. X-Ray Examina
tions. Gas Administered. Office Hours:
to 6, daily. Wednesdays 9 to 12.
Phone—141.
[JR. PRANK BRANDBETH

i Yeagle & Poley
! SP EC IA LS
■

DENTIST
RQYERSFORD,- PA. Practical Dentistry
i at honest prices.
'J'HOMAS HALLMAN

A tto rn ey -at= L aw
515 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
At my residence, next door to National
Bank, Collegeville; every evening.

MERRYCHRISTMAS

phone 107
have ouf
. survey to
costs nothmd it will
nceptions.

J
J
■
5
■

Home Raised and Killed by Yeagle
and Poley’s Skilled Butchers.
Turkeys ............ ....................... 35c lb
Roasting Chickens, 4 to 5 lb ...,29c lb
Roasting Ducks . . . l .................. 25c lb

OBERT TRUCKSESS

R

A ttorney=at=Law

Thanksgiving Qay Specials

519 Swede Street, Norristown, Pa.i Phone
431; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
Collegeville 144-R-2.

H.

Home Made Mince Meat.... 20c lb
Heinz Mince Meat.....2 lb can 33c
Heinz Fig and Plum Pudding.. 30c
Citron, Lemon, Orange Peal 10c
Pkg Dates ................... 5c and 15c
Pkg Figs .................................. 10c
English W alnuts................ . 25c lb
Large Jumbo Peanuts 2 lbs for 25c
1 lb Black Walnut Meats.... 49c lb
Fancy Cranberries ............. 15c lb
I 11? Jar Peanut B u tter........... 17c

C, SHALLCROSS

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder
GRATERFORD, PA.
Ail kinds of buildings .erected- Cement
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
.
[j

W. BROWN

G en eral C o n tra c tin g a n d
c re te C o n stru c tio n

Con*

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
gLMER S. POLEY

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder

N. B. C. Cake Special !

TRAPPE PA.
Established 1895.
Phone 22-R-2
Office calls preferred after 6 p. m. Es
timates furnished.
2|28|lyr

Oreo Sandwich ........................................................27c lb
California Fig B a rs.......... .........................2 lbs for 25c
1 lb Package T rentons............................... .............. 17c
N. B. C. Fruit C ake.............. ........................t........... 25c

J

S. UNBERCOFFLER

G en eral C arp e n te rin g

Clover Bloom Butter ............................. ........ ..... 31c lb

AND REPAIR WORK
Phone 63-R-5 COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
2|27|6m.

Chase and Sanborn Coffee, Wednesday Only 31c lb
J-4-lb Package Mints ...................................... .......... 10c
1 lb Hershey K isses............. ........................... .......... 25c
1 lb Package Marshmallows ....................... ......... 19c

JJLWOOD L. HOFMASTER

TIN, SLATE AND SLAG ROOFING
GUTTERS AND SPOUTING
HEATERS AND RANGES
SECOND AVENUE,
COLLEGEVILLE,
Pa/ Bell Phone. All work guaranteed.

SLATING AND TINROOFING
SPOUTING AND HEATEfr WORK

Loin Pork R o a st............................................
Center Cuts ........................... .......................... ..... 25c lb

SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, PA. Work
Guaranteed. Estimates furnished free.
Phone 4-R-ll,
l|21|lyr.

Florida Juicy O ranges................................... .. 29c Doz

p

S. KOONS

Sweet Nut Celery
Tender String Beans

S la te r a n d R oofer
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished.
Work
contracted at lowest prices.

E lec tric W iring In sta lle d
Seventeen years experience.
301 Main street, COLLEGEVILLE, 1PA.
Phone: 266-R-2.
J|ARRY m . p r i c e

^ylLLIAM M. ANDES

P a in tin g a n d P a p e r-h a n g in g
TRAPPE, PA. Work guaranteed. Paper
hanging a specialty. Samples furnished
free.
2!17|lyr
JOHN H./CASSELBERRY

S u rv e y o r a n d C on v ey an cer
Residence^—Cor. Ridge pike and Clear
field avenue, Trooper. P. O. address-—R,
D. 1, Norristown, Pa.
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
property and real estate sold on com
mission.

-
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I. F. HATFIELD
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8 Glenwood Avenue,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

The Board of Managers of Perki
omen Valley Mutual Fire Insurance
Co., Collegeville, Penna., recognizing
the value of properly constructed
lightning rods, has taken the follow
ing action: To make a reduction of
10 per- cent, in the cost of assessment
insurance to buildings that are pro
perly rodded. This reduction to apply
to insurances and assessments dated
on ahd after January 1st, 1933.
B. W. DAMBLY, Secretary.

A Serious Eye Defect

JOHN A. ZAHND
Plumbing & Heating
Residence: Evansburg, Fa.
F. O. Address, Collegeville, R. D. 1
Phone: Collegeville 255-R-2

HAUSSMANN & CO.

**************************

Optometrists and Opticians
726 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Examination Hours
9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
Monday evenings until 9

**************************

t

A. B. PARKER & BRO.

O p to m e tris ts
206 DeKaJb Street, Norristown, Fa.

about
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A ccountancy

Prices go u p -p r ices go
down! T o keep in touch
w ith market changes, the
modern farmer needs a

T E L E P H O N E
In selling a dozen lambs,
for instance, or buying a
ton of feed, a telephone
call for the day’s prices
may mean a dollar'andcents saving!
3tZ.u.ral telephone rates are
low . . . G all or write the
BUSINESS

OFFICE

NEW
F ORD
V

- 8

Step in for complete details of this great new
car that gives you everything you can want
in an automobile.
Prices so attractive that there will soon be a
long waiting list. Orders now taken, deliverie s made in rotation.

ill

cost with
as coal at
AND s f R y j S l ^ s H

LANDES MOTOR CO.

>0

R

PA.
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1 Shoppinq Days
>'til Christm as

Miss Elizabeth Reeve Morrow, sis
ter of Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh, is
soon to be the bride of Aubrey Ne:
Morgan of Loudon, young busincr

man.

Edith—-“ Muriel says her fiancee is
teaching her to drive the car.” Marie
—“I know. When I saw them last
evening he was demonstrating the
clutch."—Boston Transcript.

Yerkes

%

*

J
x

1
*
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Ail the Facts

i
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NOTICE!
10 Per Cent. Reduction

$
Jjj

Nicholas Disbrowe, joiner, who
“made the earliest piece of American
furniture of proven origin,” held the
office of chimney viewer in 1647 and
again in 1655, 1663, and 1669. He
must have been good at it. In .1665,
he did more “sighting” as surveyor of
highways. He served, too* in the
Pequot war, for which service he was
given fifty acres of land. Nicholas,
with all these good deeds to his credit,
is reputed to have been charged with
witchcraft, but this was due as the
story continues, to a dispute over a
bill.

Shop
Early
and Buy
Christmas
S e a ls

F i f t h M a i n Sts.
COLLEGEVILLE

That should be remedied at once.
This is a crude test that will re *5
veal only the grosser defects.
If
you have any suspicion that your
eyes are faulty or failing, you can
not afford to delay visiting us.
We Have Restored Normal Vision,
to Hundreds of People Who Had
Never Seen Properly Before.

B it o f E a rly H isto ry

Very little is known of the origin
of accounting as a profession. The
first association of which there is rec
ord is the Collegio dei Raxonali, found
ed at Venice in 1581. Professional ac
countants probably existed in Milan at
an early date, as the government estab
fished a scale of charges for them in
1742. The first Scotch professional ac
countant was George Watson, born In
Edinburgh in 1645. In 1790 the British
directory listed five. The first formal
recognition given to accountants in the
United States was in the-laws of New
York in April, 1890.

The Corner Store
Phone 2

Stand fifteen or twenty feet from a
large clock and look, first with one,
then with the other eye, at the let
ters around the dial.
Notice whether all a re ’ equally
black and plain. If some letters ap
pear darker than others, you have
Astigmatism—-

**************************

%

Lettuce
Turnip^

Store Open Till 9.00 P. M. Wednesday-—Closed Thursday

P a in te r a n d P a p e r-h a n g e r
College Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Es
timates anjl samples furnished. Good
Work, right* prices.

4c
*

Sweet Peas
Sweet Potatoes

A stigm atism

P lu m b in g , H eatin g a n d

3
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GEORGE F. CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE
PLUMBING. AND HEATING
ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTURES ■
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS
FUEL OIL HEATING SYSTEMS
HARDWARE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
ILYIN S. BUTLER

■I

Juicy Fat O ysters........................................... .. 18c Doz
The Kind You Need for Filling

JOHN F. TYSON

Another Morrow Bride

ivement.

5 Home Raised Poultry

- -

Collegeville

NEWS FROM OAKS

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
(Continued from page 1)

RAMBLING AT RANDOM
(Continues from page 1)

LARGE ATTENDANCE AT
SPORTSMEN’S MEETING
The Sportsmen’s Meeting held in the
Consolidated School building at Sch
wenksville was attended by over 250
men and women interested in hunting
and fishing. The meeting was spon
sored by the Perkiomen Chapter Izaak
Walton League. Forty-five pieces of
valuable hunting and fishing equip
ment were awarded as door prizes.
The most valuable hunting prize—a
pair of fifteen inch rubber hunting
boots was won by Justus Seafflet of
Royersford and the most / valuable
fishing prize—-a Bamboo Fly Fishing
pole was won by P. H. Bean of
Trappe. Mr. W. S. Brey, of Schwenks
ville was chairman of the meeting.
Mr. Jim Hammond the guest speak
er, captivated the audience by his sil
ver tongued oratory and vivid des
cription of conservation as he has
observed throughout the United States
on a recent tour through 33 states
covering over 30,000 miles by motor.
The types of conservation he de
scribed were not cases- where hunting
and fishing were restricted but where
the amount of game and fish were, in
creased and thus better hunting and
fishing provided for the sportsmen.
These who attended the meeting felt
fortunate indeed to hear him.

The Rector’s Aid of St. Paul’s
School football team and a former
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Sellers and grid star himself, must have forgot
Church will hold a progressive card
Miss
Regina
Nickel
of
Shillington
and
party in the Oaks fire hall on Wed
ten this during a recent gunning ex
nesday evening, November 30. Ad Mr. and Mrs. George Moyer and pedition. The other day “Coach” shot
mission will be 35c. The Girls’ Friend daughter Lois of West Chicago, Il his first pheasant. The crippled bird
ly Society of the Church have been linois were dinner guests a t the ho-me came down, but it kept on running.
busy making baskets to be sold at of Rev. and Mrs; W. O. Fegely on Then “Bill” went into action.
He
this time along with lots of other Wednesday.
threw his gun down and chased after
Mrs. Harry Shaner has been a medi the bird on foot. A flying tackle that
things including jewelry, trays, aprons
and novelties of various kinds. An cal patient at the Montgomery Hos climaxed a hundred yard dash finally
ideal place to buy Christmas gifts. pital, Norristown for the past week. laid the bird low just as' it was about
Then the Ladies Aid of the Church
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Tyson of Rahns to cross the goal linq into the “for
will be there with refreshments. Come visited a t the'home of Mr. and Mrs. bidden” territory of another field.
early and stay late. Amusements, Horace T. Bean on Sunday.
Bravo, Bill!
gifts and refreshments, what more
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Torneth of
Mrs. William Simmons, of near
could any one desire for an evening’s Pennsburg were week-end guests of
Trappe, the local “turkey king” is
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bean and son.
outingscheduled to crash into the pictorial
Mrs. Emma Lauer and daughter
Thanksgiving Day Events
section of the Evening Bulletin today.
Ruth returned to their home in LansMiss Margaret Detwiler and George
dale Sunday evening after spending Hughes of State Teachers College, Mrs. Simmons knows how to raise
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs. West Chester will be among the holi turkeys. Her husband, better known
as “Bill,” we suppose, will try to get
Maurice Davis.
day guests at the home of Mr. and into the picture, too!
Mr. and Mrs. Jo h n !. Bechtel enter Mrs. D. W. Favinger and family.
tained Mr. and Mris. Oliver Grimley
Elmer Miller of Gulph Mills and his
Dr. Mary Thornton, Harold Thorn
and family of Jeffersonville on Sun ton and son Donald will be dinner son while hunting near their home
day,
guests of Mrs. Kate Carpenter of last week savr a gray fox. Both men,
About 25 members motored with Philadelphia on Thursday.
are fox-hunt enthusiasts, so instead of
Rev. and Mrs. Replogle of the Green
Mr. and Mrs. M. N. Allebach and shooting the animal they gave chase
Tree Brethren Church to the Mont daughter Grace will be the guests of and managed to capture it alive. Sly
gomery Co. Home at Black Rock and Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Detwiler and reynard, pursued by Miller’s dogs,
held services on Sunday afternoon for family of Reading on Thanksgiving took refuge in the back seat of an
the guests who are confined.
abandoned auto in a junk yard where
Day.
Mrs. Chas. Jones called on Mrs.
Mrs. Albertine Schock, Mrs. Eleanor it was captured. Mr. Miller intends
Isaac Dettra on Monday afternoon.
Beagle, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Elston, to give the fox to some hunt club for Bayberry Candle Held
chase.
Over 500 garments were donated to Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Hayes and chil
Supreme by Colonials
the Oaks Branch of the Needlework dren Jean, Thoma's and Robert of
However
much the Pilgrims and
The Vare gang in Philadelphia, un
Guild of America. The distributing Philadelphia will .spend Thursday at
committee are busy trying to donate the home of Mr. and Mrs: John C. successful in their latest attempt to Puritans abjured the luxuries of this
put the taxes up, may as a last re life, they were esthetic enough to like
useful garments to the needy in Oaks Klauder and daughter.,
the sweet, pungent odor of the bayMr. and Mrs. Horace'Reed and fam sort have to cut down on expenditures. berry
and vicinity.
candle, as compared to the smok
And
wouldn’t
that,
be
a
shame.
Mrs. Harry Crosscup attended a ily and Mrs. Catharine Reed will be
ing
beefsteak
variety given off by the
banquet of her class on Saturday in the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry God
One can tell much about a man by tallow ones. We have never had the
shall
of
Royersford
on
Thursday,
Philadelphia.
pleasure of smelling or seeing one
Mr. and Mrs. Warren H. Grater and the way He hunts. There is the hunt burn, but from all reports their “starry
Mrs. Wm. Levis, who had been
er
who
likes
bear
trailing—hour
on
spending several days with her sister, daughters and Mr. and Mrs. S. B. hour, even day after day of tracking gleam” and their “light, greenishMrs. M. Cunnane of Philadelphia last Tyson will be the guests of Mr. and the fleeing bruin. Some small game brown” hue was the final argument
week, returned to her home in this Mrs. Raymond Grater of Collegeville hunters cover every nook and corner in favor of the bayberry.
on Thursday.
place Sunday evening.
Bayberries, small and silvery-gray,
Mr. and Mrs.- Frank W. Shalkop, of a field. Others stride many miles grew in thick clusters on low bushes
Franklin Price, who had joined Dr. Harry Whitman and Mr. and Mrs. in one swift straight course.
Then
Miller of Collegeville on a gunning Earl P. Bechtel and family will spend there is the hunter who stands along found along the seaboard. It re
trip in the upper end of the state Thanksgiving Day as the guests of the fence and lets his hounds bring quired no little patience to gather
for a couple of days last week, and Mr. and Mrs. Oliver D. Bechtel and the rabbits around, or his setter find them, for it took a large quantity for
the birds. And there is the deer hunt a batch of candles, and as much skill
regardless of the rainy Saturday, Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Franks.
er who stands immovable in zero to make them, since the fat had to be
Franklin took 3 bunnies home. We
John T. Miller and family and Mr. temperature all day long and the deer boiled and skimmed to just the right
wonder if he really shot them?
and Mrs. Leonard W. Omrod will be
The
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McGowen of the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. hunter who prefers to beat the brush light-green' half transparency.
Philadelphia spent Sunday with Mr. Poley and family of Collegeville on while his companion stands. The coon result was worth it and more. And
hunter enjoys nothing so much as lis when the candles were finished they
and Mrs. Bertram Ashenfelter.
Thursday.
tening to his hound baying through were put away to await the choice
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Fitzgerald and
Miss Mary Bossert, Miss Lydia the woods at night. There is the occasion, nothing less than a wedding,
family of Indian Head Park motored Bossert of Norristown will spend the
who blazes away “half cock a christening or a funeral, or perhaps
with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Morris of holiday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. hunter
ed” at the first sign of movement he a reunion of some of the members of
Norristown on Sunday to Camden, N. Hiram Bucher.
sees and there is the (hunter who is the ?amily who came over on a later
J., where they spent the day with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S, Tyson will en thoro and deliberate as he draws a boat, when they burned clear and
and Mrs. R. Connor.
tertain Mr. and Mrs. Josiah B. Tyson, bead and fires. Each type has its own bright on the family board.
Ed. Fitzgerald will move his fam and Mrs. Emma Roberts of Phoenix- individual characteristics—each pos
As popular as the candles were,
ily from the bungalow in Indian Head ville and Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Williams sesses many attributes in common. they were a luxury, the old oil lamps
Park to the house of the Phila. Rub of Schwenksville on Thursday.
But you can tell much about a man doing simple and daily service. In
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Thrush will by the way he hunts.
ber Co., in Oaks this week.
1634 the candles sold for the then con
sidered highly extravagant sum of 4
Mr. and Mrs. George K arr and fam entertain Mr. and Mrs. Joseph BriekDepression has hit the bear market, pence.—Chicago Post.
ily from Jeffersonville and Mr. and er of Steelton and George Bricker and
Mrs. V. Barlow of Mont Clare called Miss Miriam Barger of Harrisburg on but not the kind of bear market read
about in the stock exchange periodi
on Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Litka Sunday af Thursday.
*
Rev. and Mrs. W. O. Fegely and cals. The high cost of feeding four Hypocrites Unable to
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fausnaught family-and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. big black bears makes a dent in any
Correct Their Failing
and baby from Delaware Co. are visit Schrack will be among the diriher body’s pocketbook, so Jack Belli, well
What
hyprocrisy
is, has been gen
guests at the home pf Mr. and Mrs. known operator of a dog farm near
ing Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Kishner.
Last Friday evening about 48 young Brooke M. Barlow of Limerick on Pipersville, Monday, invited a num erally understood ever since St. Luke
ber of his sportsmen friends to his identified it as a regrettable trait of
folks from Logan Lutheran Church, Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Walters will dog ranch and menagerie where three the Pharisees. Why it persists, why it
Philadelphia, enjoyed a skating party
on the rink at Indian Head Park. On spend the holiday a t the home of Mr. of the big bears were shot. The meat continues in the news, has now been
looked into by the science of physi
Thanksgiving evening the young and Mrs. Jesse Weidemeyer and fam  was distributed to his many friends.
ology.
folks from Phoeixville High School- ily of Norristown.
Prof. Walter Bradford Cannon of
An Irishman, a Scotchman, and a
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Greiner and
will again have a party on the rink.
Mr. A. B. Reber of Philadelphia is family of West Chester and Dr. Har Dutchman were perishing in a small Boston, who made important re
building an open fire place in his bun old Weikel of Royersford will be boat on the high seas, as their ship searches into bodily changes in pain,
and rage, found that hypocrites
galow at Indian Head Park. The ma Thanksgiving Day guests of Mr. and had been sunk in a storm and they fear
alone had been saved. At last the de cannot help their failing, the New
terial arrived Monday morning. The Mrs. Albert Greiner and family.
vout Dutchman arose: “Let us’ pray,” York Times reports. It is a physical
contractor expects to have it com
Augustus Lutheran Church
he suggested, but on inquiry found disability. In the gray matter at the
pleted this week.
On Thanksgiving Day at 8.30 a. m., that none of them could pray. Then side of the third ventricle at the base
Matins and Chorus "Will be sung in the Irishman spoke up, “Let us sing,” of the brain, and a part connected
C. K. TYSON AGAIN HEADS
Augustus Lutheran Church.
he said; but no one could sing. “Then,” with the origin of the nerve of vision,
The Annual Thank Offering service spoke the Scotchman, “let us take up the mid-brain region, where nerves of
COUNTY FAIR ASSOCIATION
sensation assemble, there is a defect.
of the Pastor’s Aid Society and Wo
Officers to serve the Montgomery men’s Missionary Society of Augustus the collection.”
Experiments on animals showed that
County F air Association during the Lutheran Church will be held on Sun
I judge a woman more by the fruit this thalamic region co-ordinates emo
ensuing year were elected at the an day evening, November 27 at 7.30 p.
she
puts up than by the public speech tional reactions, and anything wrong
nual meeting of the directors held at m. Prof. C. Theodore Benze, D. D;, of
es
she
delivers.—E. W. Howe’s Month with it brings disharmony between it
Hatfield.
and the intellect or higher brain.
Mt. Airy, who is a member of the ly.
_____
C. Keplar Tyson, of Lansdale, who Board of Foreign Missions will be the
The underdevelopment, or fault,
has completed one year as chief exe guest speaker. The Light Brigade of
Charles G. Dawes announces that causes the human subject to laugh
cutive of the county organization, has the church will present the pageant. he is “out of politics jfctr good,” and it when he does not feel joy, weep when
been reelected to another term of of If All the World Were Christian.” is assumed that he means his own he is not grieving, or assume a char
fice.
acter not real.
All members and friends of the mis good.—North Penn Reporter.
Other officers named include: Wes sionary society and Light Brigade are
ton K. Hartzell, Souderton, first vice urged to take advantage of this in
Wife: “Didn’t .1 hear the clock
A lw ays P o lite
president; A. K. Rothenberger, Cen spiring occasion.
strike two as you came in last night?”
Some English judges have a repu
ter Point, second vice president
Husband: “You did. It started to tation for courtesy, and it has been
The following schedule of Christmas
Thomas A. Dunn, Roxborough, third services in Augustus Lutheran Church strike eleven and I stopped it so’s not said of Lord Justice Bankes that he
vice president; Solomon Steinberg. is herewith announced: Sunday, De to awaken you.”
could make a prisoner feel it was a
Kulpsville, fourth vice president; Al cember 18 a t 10,15 a. m., the choir
pleasure to be sentenced by'him. But
len Lord, Kulpsville, secretary and will sing the cantata, “The Babe of
few judges would carry courtesy
COW
TESTING
REPORT
Herman H. Becker, treasurer.
quite so far as Judge Graham, who
Bethlehem,” B. Hamblen. Saturday
Directors who were named to serve evening (Christmas Eve) December
The October report of cow testing once omitted a name when a batch of
for a three year term include: W. K, 24 at 7.30 p. m., a Festival Service, in association number one as submitted . sixteen prisoners was sentenced to
Hartzell, E. H. Alderfer, Souderton; cluding the presentation of the pag by Frank Horrieks, tester, shows 97 death at the Old Bailey. Informed of
A. K. Rosenberger, Worcester; W. E eant “The Crowning Spirit,” written cows qualified for the honors roll for this, he had the unfortunate, man re
Baker, and C. R. Quereau, Philadel by Rev. W. O. Fegely, D. D., will be having produced over 46 pounds of called and addressed him thus:
phia; H. K. Godshall and Howard given by the Sunday School. Christ butterfat. Ninety two cows in the 24
“John Robbins, I find that I have
Heckler, Hatfield; Wallace S. Blank mas Day services, Matins 8.15 a. m.: herds produced over 1000 pounds of accidentally omitted your name in my
Telford; Solomon Steinberg, Kulps Sunday School 9 a. m.; The Service, milk during the month.
list of prisoners, doomed to execution.
ville; Leon Lewis, North Wales and 9.45 a. m. Let us plan to observe this
A. grade Holstein owned by Har It was quite accidental, I assure you,
George Brown, Penllyn.
Sabbath Day as also the celebration vey 'Murphy, Norristown, R. D., took and I ask your pardon for my mis
first honors in milk and butterfat pro take. I am very sorry, and can only
of the Savior’s birth.
duction with a record of 2018 pounds add th#t you will be hanged with the
BOYERTOWN FIRE CO. WILL
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
of milk and 77 pounds of butterfat. A rest. Thank you.’
SPONSOR INDOOR CIRCUS
The 190th Anniversary of St. Luke’s registered Guernsey owned by GwynlKeystone Fire Co., of Boyertown will take place next Sunday. These Ian Farms took second place in butter
H olm es’ P e rs o n a lity
are to stage a big Indoor Circus in services will be held both morning and fa t production with a record of 74
their Auditorium starting Saturday evening. At 10.15 a. m. the two liv pounds on three milkings a day.
Oliver Wendell Holmes’ personal as
and continuing until December 3rd,
ing former pastors, Rev. S. L. MesTen Ayrshires owned by Allan pect was classified as extraordinary
nights. The show is being staged to singer, D. D. and Rev. H. T. Spangler, Haldeman of Bechtelsville took first and keenly delightful. He had what Ju
replenish depleted maintenance funds D. D., will be present to speak. An honors in herd production with a re lian Hawthorne calls a “funny face.”
Twelve professional circus acts are on historical survey of the Church will cord of 924 pounds of milk and 37 “It was round," he says, “with bright
the bill of entertainment, included ,be presented. The pastor, Rev. Arthur pounds of butterfat for each cow in little eyes and a rather large mouth
among them are Torellis \ Trained C. Ohl,will also be assisted by Rev, the herd during the month. Second underlying an upper lip of consider
Animals, The Gregorys, Tom Hunt. M. W. Thurlow, D. D„ of Trappe. Mrs honors for milk production went to 18 able length. The nose was amiable
Aerial Faust, Billy and Margarette, A Nellie Ashenfelter will sing. The Male registered Holsteins owned 'by H. D. but not distinguished; a very attrac
Troupe of Funny Clowns, and others Quartet consisting of C. A. Wismer, Allebach of Trappe with 901 pounds. tive visage; a sally of kindly wit
There will be free dancing to the Ralph F. Wismer, Charles E. Wismer The Gwynllan Farms with 60 regis seemed always about to come from
strains of the Buena Vista Orchestra and Eli F. Wismer, will sing. The tered Guernseys stood second in but it, and this expectation was constantly
each night after the circus perfor children of the congregation will also terfat with a record of 36 pounds and gratified. Holmes seemed uniformly
mance is over. Door and dance prizes give a selection.
fifth in milk production with 772 in a merry humor—enjoying the world
also will be awarded. The executive
The Service at 7.30 p. m. will be in pounds. Twenty-six registered Guern and mankind, and prompt to make It
committee for the Keystone Co. has charge of the Young People’s Group seys,* owned by S. C. Burton of Maple more agreeable to his fellows . .
left nothing undone to make this event Former members of St. Luke’s will Glen averaged over a pound of butter an immortal comedy spirit possessed
the most outstanding that has ever bring greetings, Mr. Albert Reichen- fa t a day for each cow enrolled in the him.”
been presented in Boyertown.
back, and Mrs. Jesse Royer Greaves herd.
M e$sengers o f M id-A ir
A history of the young peoples or
Among the owners who had cows
Astronomers are pretty well agreed
ganizations will be given by one of to qualify for the honor roll for hav that the interstellar space is filled with
45,000 XMAS SEALS MAILED
Distribution of 45,000 Christmas the group. Special music will be sup ing produced 40 pounds or more of material of one kind or another wan
,
fat for the month are: Harvey Mur dering about; Around the sun revolve
seals was started Tuesday throughout plied.
The Sunday School session at 9 a phy, 4 Holsteins; Ursinus College, 3 particles for the most part no larger
Montgomery county by the County
Tuberculosis and Public Health So m., will be in charge of the Steward Holsteins; H. D. Allebach, Trappe, 6 than peas, but occasionally as large as
ciety. The 26th annual sale of the ship committee of the Mens League registered Holsteins; C. E. Wismer, all that is left of comets that “have
one-cent anti-tuberculosis stickers will Ralph F. Wismer will give a talk on Trappe, 4 Jerseys and 2 Holsteins; burst asunder or that were torn apart
officially open Thanksgiving Day and '“ Sunday School Leaders in St. Luke’s.' Alvin Funk of Royersford, R. D., 2 by gravitational forces in their wan
The Men’s Quartet will sing. !I. C. registered Guernseys; C. J. Hedrick, derings. When (his wreckage drifts
continue until Christmas Day.
'During the month, in the sale of Landes will teach th e ‘ Union Adult Royersford, 4 grades; A. D. Hunsick- near enough to the earth it is diverted.
Friction with the air then- gives ujs
the colorful little stickers, it is hoped Class. The Young Peoples Group will er Royersford, 2 mixed.
display of what we call “shooting
to raise sufficient funds to meet the meet a t 6.45 p. m.
The Girls Guild held a very inter
stars.”
TRUCKS BREAK WATER PIPE
budget for next year’s health preser
vation program in the county again? 1 esting World Party in connection with
Officials of the Pottstown Water
Red Cross to Enlist Great Army
;their meeting last Tuesday evening. Company blame heavily loaded motor
the white plague.
The
Children’s
Division
Institute
of
o f Members to Fight
The Christmas seal sale is the only
trucks for the rather frequent leaks
means of support of this, organization. the third district of Montgomery Co. that are developing iri water mains in
Distress
The money raised is used in health Sabbath School Association will be the borough limits. One of the most
clinics and in disease prevention work held in St. Luke’s Reformed Church, annoying leaks is in a 20-inch main
Last year 4,004,459 men and wo
in the schools throughout the county. Trappe, on Friday'evening, November on Berks street, near Vine street,
men joined the American Red Cross
The distribution is in charge of Miss 25. Mrs. Edward Ullrich and Mrs. Stowe.
as members during the annual roll
Helen Cole Carter, of Norristown, Tomlinson will speak.
call, Armistice Day to Thanksgiv
executive secretary of the . organiza
“Say, what is the matter with this
ing Day. A peace-time army even
Kill-joy—One who scolds naughty town?” inquired a hypercritical motor
tion. Rev. Robert J. Gottschall, presi
greater than this will be needed
dent of the society, is county chair youngsters for doing the things he no ist. “Why haven’t its inhabitants
in, 1932-33 to support and carry on
longer
has
the
capacity
to
enjoy.—
man of the Seal sale committee.
enough enterprise to put up a sign
the nationwide relief work of the
San Francisco Chronicle.
somewhere bearing, the name, ‘WhilRed Cross. There are 3,639 Red
“You are the first man I have ever lersviute’?” “Prob’ly the reason,” re
There is nothing inherently evil in
Cross Chapters and they have
money, says he. It just becomes so loved!” “I know it, my dear!” “How plied Constable Sam T. Slackputter,
10,000 branches.
when it gets into someone else’s hands. delightful! You are also the firgt “is that its name ain’t ‘Whillersville;’
man who ever believed it.”—Le Rire. it’s ‘Petunia.”—Kansas City Star.
—Toronto Telegram.
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COME TO OUR
68th BIRTHDAY SALE
TH E decorative spender doesn’t
adorn his community like the
humble saver.

Collegeville National Bank

J 6* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’.
*

Grand Opening S a t Night
KEYSTONE FIRE CO. No. 1

Big Indoor Circus and Frolic

ALL COLLEGEVILLE and Vicinity are invited to

Keystone Auditorium - Boyertown, Pa.

attend a wonderful birthday.sale in celebration of our
68th anniversary. To show our appreciation of your

Until December 3, 1932
7—BIG .GALA NIGHTS—7
12—BIG FEATURE CIRCUS ACTS— 12
Free Dancing, Dance and Door Prizes
A Riot of Fun!
Efon’t Miss It!

patronage, to show our gratitude to our many friends,
to signalize 68 years of service—we are offering

J
, |
|

ADMISSION 25c

sensational specials right in the heart of the season,
at a time when higher prices are imminent. This sale

|

*

means a two fold saying.

*

*****************************************************

FOR SALE—Home baked Fruit Cake,
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
the best tnade, 60 cents per pound. MRS.
ALLAN GRATER, 14 Main street, Trappe. COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
ll-24-3t
Department of Property and Supplies
Bureau of Engineering and Construction
FOR SALE—Maytag Electric - Washer,
Room 163, Capitol, Harrisburg, Penna.
Easy Electric Washer and Premier Du
plex Electric Cleaner. Good condition;
Sealed proposals will be received here
for sale Cheap. 656 Stanbridge Street, until two (2) p. m. (Eastern Standard
Norristown, Pa. Phone 1131-W.
ll-3-3t Time), Wednesday, November 30, 1932, and
then opened for the following State pro
jects :
tO R SALE-—First grade Lehigh pota
I. Construction of Hospital for Physi
toes. Also the best coal direct from the
111, Harrisburg State Hospital, Har
mines. Weight and quality guaranteed: cally
risburg.
A. L. OBERHOLTZER, Rahns, Pa. Phone
II. Garage (Including Offices and Heat
28-R-4 Collegeville.
10-6-tf ing Plant), New Bloomfield.
III. Construction of Foot Bridge Over
TIMELY PRODUCTS—Insure
your Ravine at Clinic and Diagnostic Building,
State Hospital, Danville.
wheat against further shrinkage by fly Danville
IV: Installation 'of Passenger Elevator
destruction. One can C-bisulphide will and
Entrances at Clinic and Diagnostic
treat 70 bu. Cost 50c. Fly spray guarant Building,
Danville State Hospital, Danville.
eed active for 10 hours. Money refunded
V. Construction of Service Lines at
if not satisfied.
State
Hospital
for Crippled Children,
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.
Elizabethtown.
VI. Alterations and Additions (Includ-'
ing Mechanical) to Doctor’s Residence at
FOR RENT—A seven-room house, cor State Hospital for Crippled Children,
ner of Fourth avenue and Chestnut streets, Elizabethtown,
VII. Drilling of Well at Pennhurst
Collegeville.
All modern conveniences.
Reasonable rental. A p p ly next dbor, to State Gchool, Pennhurst.
Jacob H. Bolton.
.. ll-24-3t
Full* information upon application to our
offices, at Harrisburg, Norristown and
Danville.
Each proposal must be accompanied by
HAY WANTED—Baled or loose hay.
Cash at your farm. Phone, Collegeville, a certified, bank cashier’s, or trust com
15-R-4.
11-10-31 pany treasurer's check, drawn to the or
der of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
in the amount stated below:
Cost of
Proposal
CIDER MAKING at Areola Tuesdays Pro^
for .Con Plans and Amount of
and Thursdays. Jugs, barrels arid fresh ject
struction
Specifi
Proposal
(Cider for sale. I. P. WILLIAMS.
Guaranty
of
cations
■,
. 11-17-21 No.I
General
$2.50
$10,000.00
Heating
,2.50
l.OOOJOO
500.00
Electrical
2.50
E s t a t e NOTICE—Estate of-Amy Ash
Plumbing
2.50
1,000.00
enfelter, late of Upper Providence, Mont
General
2.50
1,000.00
II
gomery County, deceased.
Heating
2.50
100.00
Letters testamentary on the above es
Electrical
2.50
100.00
tate having been granted to the under
100.00
Plumbing
2.50
signed, all persons indebted to said es III
500.00
General
2.50
tate axe requested to make immediate pay IV
500.00
2.50
General
ment, and those having legal claims, to
2.50
100.00
V
Mechanical
present the same without delay to HOR VI
100.00
, 2.50
General
ACE ASHENFELTER, Executor, Royers VII
100,00
2.50
General
ford, Pa., R. F. D., or his Attorney,
The Commonwealth reserves the right to
THOS. HALLMAN, Norristown, Pa.
reject any or all bids, and to accept or re. ll-3-6t ject
any part of any bid.
JOHN L. HANNA
Secretary of Property and Supplies.
CHEATING OURSELVES

The story is told of a dishonest work
er. He and his family were roofless,
whereupon a certain good Samaritan de
cided to surprise this poor man with a
comfortable home. So, without telling
his purpose, he hired the builder at a fair
wage to-build a house on a sunny hill,
and then went on business to a far-away
country. The builder was left at work
with no watchman but his own honor.
“ Ha” said he in his heart. “I can skimp
the material and skimp the work.” So
he went on spinning the time, putting in
poor service, poor nails, poor timbers.
When the good Samaritan '^returned,
the builder said: “Thats a fine house I
built on the hill. ” “ Good” was the re
ply. “Go move your folks into it at
once for the house is yours. Here is the
deed.” . The builder was thunderstruck.
He realized that, instead of cheating his
friend, he had been industrially cheating
himself when he di4 not know it was his,;
own house he was building.
This illustration reminds us vividly of
the predicament our voters and taxpay
ers find themselves in today. They suffey
under a burden that has become almost
unbearable. They wail loud and long
about the burdens of taxation, wasteful
and foolish governmental expenditure,
graft and' cheap ,politics. But are they
not criticising the house they built them
selves?
Back a short time ago When most of us
had more money than brains and when
we drunk on the power of the almighty
dollar, we openly voted for and support
ed candidates of a spendthrift character,
knowing when we did so that we were
“slipping in shoddy materials” in the
governmental structure we were building.
We knew that government, justly and
economically administered, required our
sober thought and honest action, yet we
dismissed the thought with the snap of a
finger and went right along with our
own selfish pursuit of the dollar. We
didn’t have time to vote intelligently.Now we are reaping the regards. Of
course the house we built leaks- and
cracks and threatens to collapse. But we
can’t blame it»on the other fellow. We
built it ourselves.
- Let us profit by our lesson; and build
the next house as it should be. Our dem
ocratic government isn’t at fault. The
fault lies with we voters who build it.
We have been cheating .ourselves. —
Guide, Batesville, Arkansas.-

Philadelphia Market Report
Live poultry ........... . .... ,13c to 21c
Dressed poultry 13c to 19c; Broil. 23c
Eggs 28c to 34c; candled up to 47c
H o g s ..............$4.35 to $4.50
Calves . . . ................... $7.00 to $7.25
F at cows ....................... $3.50 to $4.00
W h e a t............................... 54c to 58c
O a ts ....................... ............ 28c to 30c
Corn ......................
v 42c to 43c
H a y ........................... $14.50 to $15.00
Bran . . . . ' ...........
$15.50 to $16.00

Freeland House

w

hjWHERE SERVICE I S

Jp
Wll1llinillNMIK»4l£
PHONE:8 8 9

PERSONALIZED •
P O T T S T O W N , PA.

FRENCH

D ry C lean in g
SUITS
DRESSES
O’COATS
Phone 125-R-3

75c

Collegeville
Cleaners and Dyers

**************************
*
GREAT BARGAINS 1
WALL PAPER
1 1500 Room Lots
8-10-12 Single Rolls and Border j
50c per single lot and up
*
* RoOf Coating, $1.69 in 5 Gal. lots
*
JOS, SANDLER
*
I 330 Cherry St,, Norristown, Pa.
*
One Block Above Main St.
*
*
OPEN EVENINGS
*
**************************

Notice to the Public !
This will advise that the Orchard Gallstone man has
been called to the far W est on a business proposition in
reference to Orchard, and until his return East, will cur
tail medical information in reference to health.
For Orchard, call at the
,

W INK LER DRUG STORE, Collegeville, Pa.
JACOB K. NICE, Norristown, Pa.
EDNA L.-and RUTH E. PFAU, Phoenixville, Pa.

G . H. C L E M M E R
JEWELER — CURREN ARCADE, NORRISTOWN-

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Under N ew Management; has been
redecorated and refurnished through
out.

Special Thanksgiving Dinner
After 1 P. M.—$1.25
Luncheons—50 Cents
Dinners—75 Cents
Chicken and Waffle
or Steak Dinner—$1.00
Parties

Banquets

A TOKEN OF ESTEEM
For that someone whom
you want to treat particu
larly nice this Christmas
Give a gift of jewelry.
—

Weddings

SEW ING MACHINES
Sold and Repaired

SILVER

JEWELRY — WATCHES &- CLOCKS

Scissors Sharpened* Work guaranteed

R. H. MOYER
358 Main Street
C ollegeville, Fa.
Phone 266-R-5
7-28-3m

I FLORIST
ALBERT W . PEPPEL
(Opposite Ursinus College).

HUNTERS’ SPECIALS
300 SAVAGE 99 Featherweight
SPECIAL $32.50

Reg. $45.00

20 Guage DAVIS Double Barrel
SPECIAL $15.00

Reg. $23.50

HUNTING COATS
$5.00 Coats for
$3.65
6.00 Coats for
' 4.00
7.00 'Coats for..... 5.60

$1.50 Jones Pattern,reversible waterproof caps
50 Cents

Shells == 60c per box andup*

■ F u n e ra l D esigns a S p e c ia lty
S p ra y s a n d C ut F lo w ers

P o tte d P la n ts in S e a so n
We secretly wonder if Walk Chalk, ■ Phone—Collegeville 303 or
Pa., is any place for a married man.—
Phoenixville 3786
We Deliver
Buffalo Evening Times.
Advertise in The Independent
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We sell shells cheaper than any other sporting goods store in
Montgomery County.

Big discounts on high power R IF L E CARTRIDGES

J. L. BECHTEL & SON, Inc.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

